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Foreword

ASCD Curriculum Research Institutes serve the valuable function
of encouraging scholars to extrapolate and form hypotheses concerning
the educational process.

Ideas presented at an institute may support some of our current
convictions and contradict others. For example, in reading this collection
of papers, we may find ourselves concurring with Cloward's generaliza-
tion that the persisting value orientations stemming from family, neigh-
borhood or cultural tradition facilitate or impede academic achievement;
or we M ay ,1 ourselves being vaguely disturbed with Kubie's stress
on the import: ne of preconscious karning. Both cause us to think and to
project possible implementation.

All of us want to be more effective in nurturing human potential. I
think each of us will feel a thrill of excitement as we read this pamphlet.
We will see the scholars pointing to some pitfalls into which we have
already tumbled and to some vistas whose c istence we did not suspect.
Their comments will help us recheck our theories that guide the way
we work with people.

In my opinion, Nw-tt ring Individual Potential will be as effective
as Learning More About Learning, Freeing Capacity To Learn, Human
Variability and Learning, and New Dimensions in Learning in provoking
professional soul searching. ASCD is grateful to Harry Passow for his
skillful editing and to the contributors who confirm and/or confront us.

March 1964
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Kimball Wiles, President
Association for Szipei
and Curriculum Development
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Nurturing Individual Potential:
An Introduction

A Harry Passow

THE Curriculum Research Institute papers presented here draw on
the behavioral disciplines of psychology, psychiatq and sociology to
examine some aspects of factors affecting the nurturing of individual
pottntial. Obviously, content, scope and sequence of learning oppor-
tunities are central in individual development The discussion here,
however, focuses on some of the significant info which as yet h iVe

not been adequately explored by curriculum planners.
Mere are, for example, areas of individual differences which have

no been taken fully into consideration in planning educational op-
ponunities, Such areas of intellectual development as creative or
divergent thinking abilities represent one such facet of potential. Analy-
ses of both the processes of teaching and of the effects of teaching
styles on the nature of student achievement represent another di_men-
sion. The impact of the school and community social milieu on learn-
ing, still another. These do not exhaust the factors and influences com-
plicating the task of school planning for nurturing individual potential
but represent a sampling from research and experimentation of con -n
to the program planner.

It is the cumulative interaction of student, staff, content, method,
resources, school and community milieu and family relationships which
directly affects the development of the individual's potential. As we
comprehend these interactions and deepen our insights and under-
standings of their impact on learning, we begin to bulk '. a more mean
n 1 construct of the teaching-leaming processa construct more com-
plicated but also more helpful than earlier simpler models. As we come
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to undurstaml that there are inch :dual abilities iialored or sliiJitcd by
school progr;.ims, That groups of Vklung!----itcrs
taSks Which Secin inappropriate for thcni, that cultural and suheultural
forces sk.milleantiv inilucliee pupil achicments, bcoin to sce the
rotnh outlines of a franie \V0rk for thinkiniz about a multiclimelisional
approach to nurturing individual potential,

Nurt'inq Creative and Productive Potentioi
Donald V . Mackinnon descrihos the traits of highly creative per-

sons which have emerged from the Institute for Personality Assessment
Research studies. He lists 17 factors which seem common to the creative
adults studied, factors presumably related to their development as highly
competent, productive individuals, Most of thesc distinguishint! traits
are descriptive of the individual's personality, his home and family
relationship:-, and th circumstances which seeiniruzly contributed to
his personal development.

Striking as is the relative absence of many familiar school-related
factors, the implications for educational programs and practices seem
relatively clear to Dr. Maekinuon and his associates. In the first place,
he suggests that the school should aim to develop s Ae.

capacity for intuitive perception---"an immediate concern for implica-
tions, and meanings, and significances, and possibilities beyond that
which is presented to the senses." What he is suggesting is that a
"factual base" for student learning be built hut that this should not be
an end in itself. For educators, there are implications in the notion that
a knowledgeable individual is uric who has accumulated facts, but has
developed the capacity to play amund with these facts. What educational
modifications will nourish this potential for intuitive thinking? Mac-
Kinnon argues for strengthening and reinforcing intuitive perception,
setting goals for individual learning high enough to challenge the stu-
dent, to involve him in problem-solving operations where the degree of
difficulty and frustration is sufficiently great to test his persistence.

MacKinnon also reminds curriculum planners and teachers of the
values of the phenomenon of serendipity in individual learning and
development. For instance, he suggests that as a student withdraws
from a difficult problem to seek new approaches and new modes of
attack for its solution, he should have the chance to draw novel
strengths from an environment alive with ideas and stimulation. Mar-

innon believes strongly that the teacher stirs his students' imagination
by revealing the excitement and satisfaction he gains from absorption
in professional problems and challenges.
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ItY prceniinp a ,:iew of the struenire of know!c_ Lt_, in his :;iihjei,,,t
area, Hy seeking to elicit creativo responses to Illitly ii solved prob
lems, b\ evidencing hi.s own commitment and excitement, the teacher
oirs the student a model worth copying., It is from cli a vital
instructor that the strident learns something ot the !irlight and Ir,,:h
insioThs that flow out of confidence in one--. ,p.yo ,..onipyienec aiid
exercise of one's skill. The basic implication of Mackinnon's remarks is
his belief that the teacher who would nurture creativity in his stod,snts
had better be a creative person himself. Reassuriagly, there are tech
niques of instruc ion better suited than ,ome others to nurture these
potentially crcativL traits. Some of these techniques are explored in the
paper by Gallagher.

A selected sampling of research related to nurturing productive
thinking in the classroom is presented b,r James Gallagher. He looks
at modifications in administrative arrangements, organization, curricu-
lum content, and methods, Ciallaghor uses the term productive think-
ing" in a broad sense to include many types of -,,owiitive behaviors
problem solving, analytical, logical, as well as divergent or creative. As
to content, he points to several currieulum-building, efforts by committees
of scholars and ed'-cntors aimed at placing greater emphasis on in-
tegrating concepts, on inquiry in depth, and on developing ef,rlic r readi-
ness for conceptual learning. Methodologically, Gallagher points to the
need for curricular experiences which enable youngsters to acquire the
engaged spirit and technique of the independent inquirer rather than
the contemplative posture of the uninvolved onlooker. To illustrate onc
possible approach, he describes a project designed to teach youngsters
the methods of scientific inquiry.

Gallagher also points up the significance of the interrelationships
between content and method, between teacher and learner. H illustrates
these relationships by describing the effects of different kinds of teacher
behavior on children. He stresses the fact that as many questions arc
raised as arc answered for varying teaching strategies in affecting
different aspects of individual behavior and in bringing about different
kinds of behavioral chanpos. We know that---but do not know why--
various teacher approaches questions, assignments, foci, emphases,
materials use, structuringcan stress cognitive, convergent, divergent,
or evaluative thinking or memory. How can teachers devise methods
and stress subject matter learnings which call into play different types
of intellectual operations? How can the teacher become more self-
aware so as to gauge how his own behavior affects the clasEroom out-
comes, facilitating or impeding the growth of different kinds of abilities?

Gallagher's brief review of some research samples the findings



which are emerging concerning the character of productive thinkers and
the effects on productive thinking of the interaction of teacher and pupil
and learning tasks. He urges that educational programs be ,ieveloped to
nurture the productive thinking potential of individual students as well
as the more usual cognitive learnings which are normally stressed,

Lawrence Kubic opens a neglected area for consideration by the
curriculum worker and teacher. Questioning the assumption that man
thinks and learns only consciously, he suggests that throughout life
learning consists of numerous two-way intcrchanges=" . studying,, learn-
ing, the incorporation of new data, the reassembling of this new data
into new combinations is a mixed ingestive and projective experience."
pubic condemns the educational processes which have failed to make man
more mature, "to free men from the neurotic distortions inherent in the
early steps of the growth process." He views the conscious processes as
sampling devices and communication tools and argues that the intake of
factual data h overwhelmingly preconscious; that most, if not all, of our
thinking is preconscious rather than conscious.

Kubie challenges the schools to recognize the powerful preconscious
instruments of learning, of processing and of creating. He advises
teachers to study and understand the significance of preconscious func-
tions in education and to attempt to :protect these functions at critical
periods in individual development. The techniques nurturing the pre-
conscious processes are found,- perhaps only indirectly, in Kubie's belief
that what is needed is to be educated in how not to interfere with
the inherent capacity of the human mind to think." He contends that
educators must understand the implications of the school setting, the
methods, the data and symbols emplo!Id on the "free creative velocity
bf our thinking apparatus" as it is braked and driven off course by
unconscious forces.

Kubie proposes that the preconscious processes be studied in the
clinical setting of laboratory or research schools which are analogous
to research hospitals. Finally, Kubie urges that teachers observe them-
selves more acutely in relationship to their students, the better to
understand the ways by which preconscious processes are curbed or
distorted since such curtailment and distortion ultimately affect the
dsveloprnent of the learner's creativity.

Teacher Style and the Teaching Act

Ned Flanders reports on studies of teacher influence in the class-
room and the relationships of pupil achievement to teaching style. One
teaching mode, he labels "direct influence" and the other, "indirect
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influence"; both styles deter_ mine the degree of learner independence
and, in turn, affect pupil achievement. From his own and related studies,
Flanders proposes some hypotheses about the possible effects of direct
and indirect teacher influence in those situations in which the goals are
clear and others in which the immediate teaching/learning goals are
unclear.

Flanders finds that teachers whose pupils seem to achieve above
the average differ from those below-average teachers in terms of gen-
eral flexibility and adaptability to the specific goals of the moment.
Though above-average teachers use time and methods differently, their
students score higher on the achievement tests. He finds also that a
pupil's reaction to teacher influence depends on his perception of the
learning goal and the methods for attaining that goal.

Flanders' studies underscore the need for better understanding of
the many facets of the teaching act and of the meaning of compatibility
between teacher and student styles as factors in effective learning. The
way in which the teacher works in the classroom and the teacher's
personality have important effects on the child's learning and on his
emergent personality structure. The element of flexibility in the teacher's
influence patterns was greatest in those classes in which achievement
was highest. Flanders suggests that creative teaching and the nurturing
of potential are expressions of a particular teacher's personality, work
ing with a particular group of students, in a particular subject field
rather than a fixed trait of a generalized good teacher. The "indirect
influence" teachers seem capable of filling many different roles and of
shifting their roles in a manner which is consistent with the particular
needs of the instructional tasks faced.

The achievement of higher academic standards, Flanders cautions,
wiles. probably not come through some meaningless "get-tough policy,"
but by asking questions and using students' ideas, perceptions and
reactions to build greater self-direction, responsibility and understand-
ing. Higher standards, he suggests, come from having students face the
consequences of their own ideas and opinions, not passively listening
to the teacher's. It follows that teachers need training to develop their
sense of acceptance toward students' ideas, for planning work and
diagnosing difficulties, as well as experiences that help them understand
their own roles and behaviors in classroom interaction.

Education in Disadvantaged Areas
We know that there are large numbers of youngsters for whom

existing programs are not adequate, who drop out of school or who
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fail to achieve. The impact of disadvantaged environments on the
development of individual potential is just beginning to receive some-
of the- attention necessary if school programs are to contribute more
successfully to the develo; ment of individual potential. Cultural and
subcultural differences are highly sii2,nilicant in determining the attitudes
and values of students, their aspirations, motivations and even academic
attainment.

Richard Cloward examines the relationship between socioeconomic
position and academic achievement. His focus is on the special pressures
of children and youth in disadvantaged city ar -as where deviant patterns,
suc,1 as educational failures, are common. What hobbles too many
children in such areas is the discrepancy between social and economic
aspirations and the legitimate opportunities to achieve these goals.
Slum youth, Cloward contends, share the same aspirations as other
American youth, but are blocked by discrimination and other reasons
largely beyond their control from reaching these goals. He suggests the
usefulness of identifying the "something" in the organization of in-
dustrial societies which emphasizes upward mobility, viewing this factor
as a step toward understanding the lower-class patterns of relative edu-
cational stagnancy. Stressing the relationship of educational achievement
to occupational attainment, Cloward contends that youth who expect
future occupational rewards to be withheld from members of their
socioeconomic, ethnic, and racial groups, are unlikely to reach for high
levels of educational motivation and achievement. Academic perform-
ance is devalued because the young see no practical relationship between
school behavior and the realities of their future, immediate or long-range.

Studies substantiate the observation that there are marked class
differentials in access to education: the lower the social class, the less
likely it is that one can or will take advantage of opportunities. In-
adequate educational performance may be in part a response to restric-
tions in the availability of education and in part a response to the
inferior quality of education offered in lower-class neighborhood schools.
Persisting value orientations that facilitate or impede academic achieve-
ment may stem from family, neighborhood and cultural traditions alien
to the school. A child whose home and community have ignored the
particular value orientations which are rewarded in the schools and
whose values are, in turn, downgraded by the school, faces serious
problems in adjusting to the demands and requirements of the classroom.

Cloward suggests that the basic problem of equality of educational
opportunity has at least three dimensions: that equivalent facilities
should be available to all regardless of socioeconomic, ethnic or racial
origins of the child; that individual differences in learning patterns
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should be taken into account in program planning; and that the school
system should not be organized so as to favor children with a particular
kind of socialization. He argues that differentials in socialization patterns
are fully as important as differences in learning potential.

The evidence that members of different socioeconomic strata ad-
here to different values and that these differences affect educational and
occupational aspirations has direct implications for program planners.
For instance, the climate of the classroom and of the school can main-
tain or change group attitudes, depending on the kind of environment
created. There is evidence as well that school climate has direct con-
sequences in channeling individuals into streams of economic and social
life. Segregation of social classes in schools tends to develop differing
norms, values, and social interaction. Cloward highlights the connection
b,Aween the context in which children are socialized and their percep-
tions, expectations and aspirations. The larger the community of
orientation, the higher the aspirations of working-class youth are likely
to be and the more successful their efforts to climb to nonmanual
occupations;

Cloward suggests that one's economic goals influence the value
placed on education and schooling (the two are not always seen as
synonymous or related) . Greater understanding of how educational
attainment contributes to mobility and to raising occupational aspira-
tions, in turn, increases the importance ascribed to formal schooling.
In addition, data suggest that if lower-class adults can be involved in
school matters, they are more likely to acquire increased interest and
concern for the academic achievements of their children and the nature
of the program provided for them. Other data indicate that schools
are a prime weapon for reinforcing or sustaining different levels of
achievement through the diffusion of educational attitudes and values
among students. Teachers tend to accept, and consequently to nor-
malize, lower standards of performance in schools in lower-c!ass areas.
There are data if these are necessary to bear witness that teachers
must admit some responsibility for the gap between aspirations and
achievements among disadvantaged children and youth.

Cloward also explores the origin of some of the pi essures toward
delinquent subcultures which stern, as he sees it, from the differences
in opportunity systems open to youth or perceived as accessible to
them. His theory is that "deviance is a result of the system of forces
governing the accessibility of culturally approved goals by legitimate
means and by illegitimate means." It is quite possible that schools can
pursue approaches to overcome deficiencies and redirect those nega-
tive attitudes which contribute to lowering achievement in the working-
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class children. Certainly, there is room for programs which affectinitial and continued success for the child and contribute to the enhance-ment of his feelings of self-worth, to more favorable attitudes towardauthority figures, to greater willingness to accept adult demands, and toincreased motivation for further achievement.
There is growing evidence that the lower-class school has seriousdamaging consequences on the development of individuals and on so-ciety's resources as well Data indicate that the "fact" of attending aschool in. a disadvantaged area is related to lower academic achieve-ment partially since teachers adjust their norms and their standards tothe particular student population, as they perceive it.
Finally, in a paper not included in this publication, C. WayneGordon described the influences of the peer group on the academieachievement of the adolescent. The hypothesis tested by Cordon wasthat major satisfactions and support from the peer group lead thestudent to conform to the standards of conduct which the membersapprove. Thus, the informal peer group becomes a powerful force forsocializing and influencing the student and determining his academicperformance. Of course, the standards and expectations of the peergroup may be quite different from those of the faculty.

Gordon suggests that it is the informal organization, the make-upof the interpersonal relationships which are revealed in the friendshipand clique groups, which provides a web of organization directly in-fluencing the formal groupings of the classroom and the club systems.The motivation to work hard, the specific interests, the academicachievement, the vocational aspirationsall these are heavily influencedby the social system of the school. For younger children, there aredata to indicate that social-emotional acceptance by peers affects thelevel of utilization of the pupil's intellectual ability. Pupils who are"influential" and accepted by their peers utilize their intellectual po-tential (as measured on intelligence tests) to a greater degree thanthose who are not as influential or as well accepted in the peer society.

Common Threads Emerge from the Papers
Several common themes seem to run through the papers eventhough they deal with different aspects of nurturing individual po-tential. Among the threads are these:
1. Each learner brings into the classroom with him certain po-tentials, values, attitudes, aspirations, perceptions and emotions whichdirectly affect his interaction with the teacher, his peers, the content ofinstruction, the, classroom climate, and the milieu of student subcultures.



This interaction affects the unique and total experience of the student,
as well as the extent to which he develops his potential.

David McClelland has urged us to shift the focus of the talent
search to what he calls the open evidence of talent in action. He
hypothesizes that "talent potential may be fairly widespread, a charac-
teristic which can be transformed into actually talented performance of
various sorts by the right kinds of education:' The notions of "per-
formance of various sorts" and "right kinds of education" pose a
challenge in understanding more about the 'ilferent approaches to
learning and different behaviors of youngsters as they confront seem-
ingly common tasks and similar stimuli.

2. There are aspects of individual differences which have not been
explored thoroughly in program planning and which must be taken into
consideration. Educators have long been conscious of the processes of
creativity, for exariple; yet they now are wondering how to shield the
creative process from neurcae distortions caused by ignorance of what
Lawrence Kubie calls "the preconscious functions of behavior." The
implications that teachers should concern themselves with the affective
and emotional, as well as the intellectual and cognitive behaviors, point
to the need for more attention to the interaction between the teacher's
personality and his teaching style and the child's multidimensional po-
tential. The concern with developing different kinds of intellectual
abilitiessome of which have been ignored or minimized in the past
opens up a challenge to educational planners. Teachers' behavior and
its consequences in terms of students' motivation, attainments and per-
sonal development is just beginning to be studied in depth.

3. There are many sources of talent potential still untapped or
inadequately developed. Currently, researchers are focusing on those
groups which suffer the greatest loss of developed potential. We know
our schools are not serving_ well students who carne from lower
socioeconomic groups, from racial and ethnic minority groups, from
the various subcultures that bear the rubric, "the disodvantaged."
Some of these differentials in achievement and maturation rates stem
from early verbal deprivation, some from differing valuation of the
significance [Ind possibilities of education for social and economic
mobility.

There are serious challenges in the findings that teachers adapt theft
norms of success and standards of excellence to the composition of
their student bodies: the lower the school's demands, the lower the
standards. Some schools strengthen and others weaken the elements o
socioeconomic status, cutting a pattern which the secondary school can
seldom refashioneven when it tries. The elementary school yields
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early evidences of achievement or its absence; these mark the puitil
for differentiated curricula in secondary schools where, in turn, they
arc sorted into separate streams of life occupations and status. As
teachers set varying tasks and expectations, order academic groupings
within classes or classrooms, accept as normal low scholastic per-
formance, they contribute to a students self image and fix values and
attitudes. The consequences of this process challenge the schools to
develop all human resources, regardless of race, cultural background,
socioeconomic status or past educational tradition. Implied in this
process is the admonition to teachers to raise the educational sights and
motivation for attainment on the part of large numbers of children and
young people.

Schools arc again concerning themselves with their role in the
reduction of school dropouts and in the prevention of delinquency.
With dropouts exceeding more than a million annually, it is obvious that
failure, frustration, disappointment and time-wasting all contribute to
the student's leaving school.

Individual potential cannot be developed by an educational pro-
gram when the student has left school. It is of little value to argue
vehemently for "the maximum development of all individual poten-
tial," when curricula are foisted on pupils which overlook their basic
needs and differences. Greater insight into the specific learning dis-
abilities of youngsters from disadvantaged groups and the implications
of the total school-community milieu as this affects learning is needed
for planners to cope more effetively with the basic elements of the edu-
cational problem.

4. The complexity of interacting farces which throttle or unleash
individual potential is being recognized more and more. We have been
accumulating more and more knowledge but have lagged in applying
this to school practice. The importance of affective behaviors in learn-
inq deserves closer analysis. How feelings and emotionsstudents' and
teachers' alikeinteract to modify learning and individual achievement
should concern all program planners. The need for teachers to monitor
their own behavior in search for self-understanding and growth springs
from this same motivation. Many factors and conditions complicate
the task of the school in developing pupils to whatever levels of self-
realization and contribution the individual can attain. The unique quali-
ties of each student, tilt_ variables in his school environment, the
cultural milieu from which he comes, all are essential strands in the
organization of school programs to serve individual needs, These have
merely been sampled; the synthess are still to come.

Curriculum research must synthesi-e behavioral studies into more
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meaningful and useful models which assimilate the complementary fac-
tors of student, teacher, content, resources and climate for curriculum
design. Findings from studies of the teaching processes need to be
integrated with those of learning processes.

The fresh concern for undeveloped areas of individual potential
underscores the need for new kinds of curriculum .pre seaich: multi-
dimensional, longitudin:ii, and rich in techniques and design appropriate
to the task at hand. Finally, the need for studies which focus on
clarifying the instructional process specifically on what is learnud,
how, and by whom is highlighted. A realistic approach is wanted to
determine precisely the significant differences in students, zcachers, con-
tent, method, organization as these interact to contribute to the nur-
turing of individual potential. These papers suggest that some of our
thinking has been too parochial; our colceptual framework has been
too limited.
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Conditions for Effective
Personality Change

Donald a Kinnon

FOR the past six years, we of the Institute of Personality Assess-
ment and Research on the Berkeley campus of the University of Cali-
fornia have had a rare privilege. We have studied intensively nation-
wide samples of men and women who have been nominated by their
peers for the unusual creativeness with which they have practiced
their particular art, science or profession.

The fields of creative endeavor which we have had an opportunity
to study have been creative writing (Barron, 1962), architecture (Mac-
Kinnon, 1962), mathematics, industrial research, physical science and
engineering (Gough and Woodworth, 1960; MacKinnon, 1961)_ If one
considers these activities in relation to the distinction often made be-
tween artistic and scientific creativity, it may be noted that we have
sampled both of these domains as well as overlapping domains of
creative striving which require that the practitioner be at one and the
same time both artist and scientist

Artistic creativity, represented in our studies by the work of the
writers, results in products that are clearly expressions of the creator's
inner states, his needs, perceptions, motivations and the like. In this
type of creativity, the creator externalizes something of himself into
the public field.

In scientific creativity, the creative product is unrelated to the
creator as a person, who in his creative work acts largely as a media-
tor between externally defined needs and goals. In this kind of creative-
ness, the creator, represented in our studies by industrial researchers,
physical scientists, and engineers, simply operates on some aspect
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of nis environment in such a manner as to produce a novel and ap-
propriate product, but he adds little of himself to the resultant.

Domains of creative striving in which the practitioner must bc
both artist and scientist were represented in our researches by mathe-
maticians and architects. Mathematicians contribute to science, yet in
a very real sense their important creative efforts are as much as any-
thing else personal cosmologies in which they express themselves as
does the artist in his creations. So too in architecture, creative products
are both an expression of the architect and thus a very personal prod-
uct, and at the same time an impersonal meeting of the demands of
an external problem

It is primarily from having studied highly effective persons in each
of these domains of creative endeavor that this paper is directed to
the main theme, "Nurturing Individual Potential," and to the more
specific topic, "Conditions for Effective Personality Change." Only by
relating the more specific topic to the more general theme can one keep
a sense of the direction in this Feld. If one were to focus his discussion
solely on the "conditions for effective personality change," he might re-
view what is known about the conditions created and utilized in prison
and concentration camps and in programs of brainwashing for the
bringing about of effective, in the sense of enduring, changes in per-
sonality. Such matters are not our concern here, however, but ratherthose conditions within the individual and in his life space, especially
his educational envir-iiment, which we have reason to believe would
most effectively facilitate and encourage the development of his po-
tentialities to be a creative person.

The creative individual, as we have seen him, is an impressive
person, and he is so because he has to such a large degree realized
his potentialities. He has become in great measure the person he was
capable of becoming. It is for that reason that a careful examination
of his characteristics, his attitudes, interests, values, cognitive styles,abilities, and the like, and the life forces which have nurtured hiscreative potentialities, insofar as we can discover them, is our firstorder of business in attempting to gain insight into the conditions
which make for effective change.

It is a good deal easier, however, to describe the creative personthan to say with confidence how he became the person he is. It is onething to discover the salient traits of mature, creative, productive in-
dividuals. It is quite another matter to conclude that the traits ofcreative persons observed several years after school and college char-
acterized these same individuals when they were students. Nor can we
be certain that finding these same traits in youngsters today will
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identify those with creative potential. Only empirical, longitudinal re-
search, which we do riot yet have, can settle such issues. Nevertheless,
considering the nature of the traits which differentiate highly creative
adults from their less creative peers, I would hazard the guess that
most students with creative potential have personality structures con-
gruent with, though rue sibl , less sharply delineated than, those of mature
creative persons.

The problem is .n !-1- complicated by the fact that though our
creative subjects have 4 ). us about their experiences at home, in
school and in college, and .e forces and persons and situations which,

) they see it, nurtured tbeir creativity, these are, after all, self-reports
subject to the misperceptions and self-deceptions of all self-reports.
Even if we were to assume that their reports are essentially accurate
we would still have no assurance that the conditions in school and
society, the qualities of interpersonal relations between instructor and
student, and the aspects of the teaching-learning process which would
appear to have contributed to creative development a generation ago
would facilitate rather than inhibit creativity if these same factors
were created in today's quite different world and far different educa-
tional climate.

Having noted this by way of caution, let us turn to the traits of
highly Creative persons and the implications, as the writer sees them,
of their traits for those conditions most likely to nurture and en-
courage creative potential.

Traits of Creative Persons
Creative persons are, to an extraordinary degree, open to experi-

ence, to the experience of their inner life as well as of their outer
environment and culture. This would seem to be almost the basic
condition for change, namely that one be receptive to new elements of
experience. One of the most important dimensions along which per-
sons differ is that of the open or the closed mind. The open-minded
person is keenly perceptive, the closed-rninded individual is strongly
judgmental. Though it is an oversimplification to Mate it se bluntly,
it is nonetheless true that whenever a person uses his mind for any
purpose he performs either an act of perception (he becomes aware
of something) or an act of judgment (he comes to a conclusion about
something). And most persons are inclined to show a rather consistent
preference for and greater pleasure in one or the other of these;
preferring either to perceive or to judge.

One who emphasizes and prefers an attitude of judging will lead
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a life that is controlled, carefully planned, and orderly, and when the
preference for judoing is habitual and strong he becomes judgmental
and in the extreme prone to prejudging. He is then the prejudiced
person.

On the other hand, a preference for the perceptive attitude results
in a life that is more open to experience both from within and from
outside, and characterized by flexibility and spontaneity.

Several of our tests, as one would expect, reveal the creative
person to be perceptive and open to experience.

The Minnesota Multipizasic Personality Inventory (MIt.1P1) (1-lath=
away and McKinley, 1945) is a test designed to measure tendencies
toward the major psychiatric disturbances such as depression, hysteria,
paranoia, schizophrenia and the like. On the eight scales which measure
the strength of these dispositions in the person, our creative subjects
earn mean or average scores which range from five to 10 points
above the gene. al population's standard score of 50. It Must be noted,
however, that elevated scores on these scales do not have the same
meaning for the personality functioning of persons who, like our sub-
jects, are gctting along reasonably well in their lives and professional
careers, that they have for hospitalized patients.

For our creative subjects the higher scores on the clinical dimen-
sions are actually less suggestive of psychopathology than of good
intellect, richness and complexity of personality, and a general lack of
defensivenessin other words, of an openness to experience. We
must also note, though, that there is in the Minnesota Multiphasic
Fersonality Inventory profiles of many of our creative subjects rather
clear evidence of psychopathology, but also evidence of adequate con-
trol mechanisms, as the success with which they live their productive
lives testifies.

The most striking aspect, however, of the scores on the several
scales of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory for all our
male creative groups is an extremely high peak on the Mf (femininity)
scale.

This tendency for creative men to score unusually high on feminin-
ity is also demonstrated on the Fe (femininity) scale of the California
Psychological Inventory (CPI) (Gough, 1957) and on the masculinity--
femininity scale of the Strong Vocational Interest Blank (Strong, 1959).
Scores on the latter scale (where high scores indicate more masculinity)
correinte .48 with rated creativity (MacKinnon, 1962).

The evidence is clear: the more creative a person lE the more hereveals an openness to his own feelings and emotions, a sensitive
intellect and understanding self-awareness, and wide-ranging interests in-
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eluding many which in the American culture are thought of as feminine.
In the realm of sexual indentification and interests, our creative sub-
jects appear to give more expression to the feminine side of their
nature than do less creative persons. In the language of the Swiss
psychoiogist, Carl G. Jung (1956), creative persons arc not so com-
pletely identified with their masculine persona roles as to blind them-
selves to or to deny expression to the more feminine traits of the
anitna For some the balance between masculine and feminine traits, in-
terests and identifications is a precarious one. Moreover, for several
of our subjects, we believe that their presently achieved reconciliation
of these opposites of their nature has been barely effected and only
after considerable psychic stress and turmoil.

The perceptiveness of the creative person and his openness to rich-
ness and complexity of experience are also strikingly revealed on the
Barron-Welsh Art Scale (Barron and Welsh, 1952) of the Welsh Figure
Preference Test (Welsh, 1959). This test presents to the subject a
set of 62 abstract line drawings which range from simple and sym-
metrical figures to complex and asymmetrical ones. In the original study
which standardized this test some 80 painters from New York, San
Francisco, New Orleans, Chicago and Minneapolis showed a marked
preference for the complex and asymmetrical or, as they often re-
ferred to them, the vital and dynamic figures. A contrasting sample of
non-artists revealed a preference for simple and symmetrical drawings.

All creative groups we have studied have shown a clear preference
for the complex and asymmetrical, and in general the more creative
a person is the stronger is this preference. Similarly, in our several
sarnples, sc-ores on an Institute scale which measures the preference
for perceptual complexity are significantly correlated with creativity. In
a sample of architects the correlation is +.48. If one considers for a
moment the meaning of these preferences, it is clear that creative persons
are especially disposed to admit complexity and even disorder into their
perceptions without being made anxious by the resulting chaos. It is not
so much that they like disorder per se, but that they prefer the rich-
ness of the disordered to the stark barrenness of the simple. They ap-
pear to be challenged by disordered multiplicity which arouses in them
a strong need which in them is serviced by a superior capacity to
achieve the most difficult and far-reaching ordering of the richness they
are willing to experience.

The traits of the creative person reviewed so far suggest that the
creative individual, in controlling his impulses, his images and his ideas,
eschews the ego-defensive mechanisms of repression and suppression:
Much of experience
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or deny is accepted by the creative person. But in accepting so much of
his own experience, which for him as for anyone else is disturbing, he
must, one would think, experience more anxiety than his more restricted
and constricted peers. Evidence that such is precisely his fate is provided
in a comparison of the scores of more and of less creative persons on a
measure of felt and experienced anxiety, the Taylor Manifest Anxiety
Scale (Taylor, 1953).

It is not, however, that the creative person is extremely impulsive
and uncontrolled. It is rather that he has consciously to assume responsi-
bility for the control and expression of impulses and images which in the
neurotir 1y inhibited person are beyond conscious control and expres-
sion because they are not admitted into experience. Being unconscious
they are controlled in the more inhibited person, not by the conscious
ego, but by the unconscious super-ego working through the mechanisms
of repression and denial. Our more creative subjects not only experience
more anxiety, they also have stronger egos. They score significantly higher
on the ego-strength scale of the Minnesota Mu (aphasic Personality In-
ventory,

Cognitive Style of the Creative Person
We may now inquire into the cognitive style of the creative person.

In his openness to experience, is he inclined to focus upon his im-
mediate sensory experience, savoring what is, or does he immediately
and instinctively perceive the deeper meanings and possibilities inherent
in things and situations and ideas which he experiences? In other words,
in his perceptions is he a sense-perceptive, concentrating primarily on
the sensory attributes of his experience and centering his attention upon
the existing facts as they are given, or is he an intuitive-perceptive ever
alert to links and bridges between what is present and that which is
not yet thought of? Does he focus habitually upon what is or upon what
may be?

On a test designed to measure these two cognitive orientations
a preference for sense-perception or sensation vs. a preference for in-
tuitive-perception or intuition (the Myers-Briggs Type indicator (1958)
three out of four persons in the United States prefer sense-perception
to intuition, that is, 75 percent are sensation types.

In view of this it is especially interesting to discover that 90 pLi-
cert or more of each of our creative samples show a preference for
intuition. The percentage- intuitives are: for creative writers 90 per-
cent, mathematicians 92 percent, research scientists 93 percent, and archi-
tects 100 percent.
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It is not that this finding is surprising; one would not expect creative
persons to be stimulus- and object-bound but instead ever alert to the
as-yet-not-realized. It is rather the magnitude of the preference for in-
tuitive perception that is so striking among highly creative persons.

Closely related to the creative person's preference for intuition arc
his preferred interests and his emphasized values.

All the creative groups we have studied have shown essentially
the same characteristic pattern of scores on the Strong Vocational In-
terest Blank. From sample to sample there has been some slight varia-
tion, but the general pattern is this; relatively high scores on such scales
as psychologist, architect, author-journalist, and specialization level, and
relatively low scores on such scales as purchasing agent, office man,
banker, farmer, carpenter, veterinarian and, amusingly yet understand-
ably, policeman and mortician.

This typical pattern of scores on the Strong Vocational ,nterest
Blank suggests that creative persons are inclined to be less interested in
small detail, in facts as such, and more concerned with their meanings
and implications, possessed of greater cognitive flexibility, and charac-
terized by verbal skills and interest in as well as accuracy in com-
municating with others.

The Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values (1951), is a test de-
signed to measure in the individual the relative strength of the six
values of men as these values have been conceptualized and described
by the German psychologist and educator, Eduard Spranger (1928),
namely, the theoretical, economic, aesthetic, social, political, and religious
values. On this test, all of our creative groups indicate as their highest
values the theoretical and the aesthetic.

For creative research scientists the theoretical value is the highest,
closely followed by the aesthetic. For creative architects the highest
value is the aesthetic, with the theoretical value almost as high. For
creative mathematicians the two values are both high and approximately
equally strong.

It is of some interest, further to note, that, despite the success
with which, as entrepreneurs, creative architects carry out their archi-
tectural practice, the economic is their lowest value. Indeed in the total
sample of 124 architects, the theoretical value correlates with the rated
creativity of the architects +.18, the aesthetic value +.35, and the
economic value .48.

Turning now to the life histories of our subjects, we may inquire
into the kinds of experiences that nurtured their creativity, and the con-
ditions that fostered those changes in their personalities which brought
their creative potentials to full development and expression. Let us now
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examine the life histories of architects, since this is the group tha, the
author knows bLst.

Architects, like the creative groups we have studied, show a
high sense of personal autonomy and a zestful commitment to their
profession. Moreover, the protocols of their life histories have revealed
a number of factors which in their early years could be expected to
provide an opportunity and perhaps the necessity for the development
of a secure sense of personal autonomy)

Life Experienres Which is,h-rture Crrativity
First, there is a reported lack of intense closeness or intimacy with one

or both parents. It is more frequently seen in the relationship with the
father rather than with the mother, but is often characteristic of the re-
lationship with both parents. That is, there are neither strong emotional
tics of a positive nor of a negative sort. There is neither the type of re-
lationship that fosters over-dependency nor the type that results in severe
rejection. Thus, although there may be a certain coolness and distance in
the relationship of the child to his parents, there is at least an absence
of the type of psychological exploitation that is frequently seen in the life
histories of clinical subjects.

Second, and probably closely related to the foregoing, is the suggestion
of certain ambiguities in the identification patterns the architects. When
asked with which parent they tended to identify themselves 9fteen of them
reported that they identified with neither or with both parents. Thirteen of
them tended to ideatify ith their mother and only twelve of the 40 re-
ported an identification with their father alone.

Before speculating about the possible origin and significance of this
factor, we might mention some other characteristics of the family constel-
lations that would also tend to foster its appearance. Rather often, there
existed a situation where the father was absent from the home (separated.
divorced, and what not) in a literal sense, but was very much present
psychologically, either because the mother kept alive the father's image or
because of visits from the father and the like.

In addition, the mother was frequently an exceptionally autonomous
person herself, either because she was the only parent in the home or be-
cause she led an active life with interests of her own, apart from her hus-
band's. Thus, the architects often had both masculine and feminine models
for autonomous behavior, and sometimes had only a feminine model for it.

In any case, there are at least two speculative leaps that we might
make with regard to these identification patterns. In the first instance, we
can go from the artistic abilities and sensitivities to the identification pat

'Kenneth H. Craik. "Analysis of the Life History Protocols of 40 Creative
Architects.- Unpublished manuscript, 1962.
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tern. One might hypothesize that a youngster with such artistic preL:ilee-
tions will be influenced in his identification choices by the degree to which
the value patterns of his parents are nurturant of an artistic orientation
And, indeed, the evidence provided by this sample tends to support the
hypothesis. Thus, there are twenty cases in which the youngster identified
with the father alone, the father having artistic interests, or identified
with the mother :done, the mother having artistic interests, or identified
with both parents, at i71,4 one of whom had artistic interests.

In five cases, the architect reported identification with neither parent,
and in all five cases, nchi...r parent showed artistic interests. Finally, thert;
are six cases in which neither parent showed artistic interests and in which
the architect identified with the mother. If we assume that in our culture,
the feminine values of the mother are more nurturant of the artistic orienta-
tion, we might consider these cases as support for our hypothesis. In
summary, then, we have thirty-one cases in support of and nine cases in
contradiction to our hypothesis that the artistic value patterns of the parents
are a factor in the identification choices of these artistically inclined young-
sters.

We might then make a further speculative leap, going from these dif-
fused and perhaps conflicting, identification patterns to the career choice.
Thus, we might say that looking at it from the value system of our culture.
architecture is a good compromise career for someone with artistic abilities
and identification tensions. It is both artistic, feminine, and pure, as well
as businesslike, masculine (engineering), and applied. It is a career that
in some ways can replicate the tension between the dominant cultural mascu-
linity values and the femininity values that is seen in the early identification
patterns of these men.

There are other factors in the early histories in addition to lack of
intense closeness and diffused identification patterns that point toward a
development of personal autonomy. There is a marked tendency for corn-
plete lack of physical punishment and a complete lack of formal religious
training. Thus one may infer that in the area of rights and discipline

It is, in the area of personal conductthere was a good amount of
interpersonal give-and-take. Yet with it, one may assume, went a fairly
unstructured atmosphere and with that, a requirement of active exploration
and internalization of a framework of personal conduct.

In addition, the architects as youngsters had a definite freedom to
roam and explore and there was frequent moving by the family, thus pro-
viding an enriched environment for exploration and for, possibly, the en-
hancement of their visual-artistic sensitivities:

Autonomy and some sense of aloneness might be expected to appear
concurrently. Reports of aloneness, shyness, solitariness, are not infrequent,
nor is evidence of possible social isolation (no dating as an adolescent),
although the latter evidence may be ambiguous. There is also a slight tend-
ency for reports to be made that the parental family was in some sense
or other different from those in the neighborhood_
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In a number of cases. the visual-artistic ability as recognized to some
tit during childhood or adolescence and, in some cases, this ability was

source of self-esteem for the youngster. In ft_,w cases, the youngster
was provided, vice this a hilitv, with a certain special status within the family
unit. For example, in one case, the architect reports that his family always
"rooted for me- during his training and professional career. However, as
a general case, it appears that the visual-artistic abilities and interests were
pretty much allowed to develop at their own speed and this pace varied
considerably among the architects. Although in a few cases there was definite
encouragement of the artistic skills, what is perhaps more significant is the
general definite lack of strong career channeling pressures. This is generally
the case, both for pressures away from architecture as well as pressures
toward architecture by architect-fathers.

These observations permitted the conceptualizing of 17 factors pre-
sumably related to the development of autonomous, secure and creative
work in architecture which can be briefly described as follows:2

1. Lack of intense closeness between the chili' and the parents and
absence of psychological exploitation of the child by i =iie parents

2. Ambiguities in identification with the parents: identification either
with both parents or with neither

3. Father physically absent from home, but psychologically present
4. Mother an exceptionally autonomous person
5. Mother with artistic interests
6, Father with artiF''. interests
7. Father in engineering, business, etc_; mother with artistic interests
8. Lack of physical punishment
9. Lack of formal religious training

10. Freedom to roam widely and
11. Frequent moving by the family
12. Experiences of aloneness, shyness, isolation, solitariness; etc.
13. No dating during adolescence
14. Family different from those in the neighborhood
15. Visual-artistic abilities and interests allowed to develop at their own

pace
16. Visual-artistic abilities and interests encouraged and rewarded
17. Lack of strong career-channeling pressures.

That these factors in the life history are indeed related to the
creativeness of our architects is indicated in a further analysis. A credit
of one point for the presence of each of these factors in the life history

3 ibid.
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protocols of each or thc creative architects was assig,ned and the total
for each person taken as a score. The correlation of these life history
scores with the rated creativity of the architects is +.32, significar, t be-
yond the :025 level of confidence.

It is clear from their reports that certainly riot all of the creative
architects had the kind of happy homes and favorable life circum-
stances so generally thought to be conducive to sound psychological
development. Some underwent harsh treatment at the hands of sadistic
fathers_ These, to he sure, constitute the minority, but th appear to-
day no less creative than those whose fathers offered them quite satis-
factory male figures with whom easy identification could be made, though
there is some evidence that they are not as effective or as successful
in the financial and business (masculine) aspects of their profession as
the others.

Finding Life Careers
Settling upon their life careers came early for some, one of whom

already at four had decided he wanted to be an architect: Others were
slow in coming to a professional identity, not deciding until several
years past college that architecture was what they wanted to practice.
In the case of several of these, the choice of a life profession was
made the more difficult by virtue of the fact that they possessed so
many skills and interests, providing them with the possibility of many
quite different careers. Several w painters and others sculptors before
they became architects and some of them continue today these artistic
pursuits in a professional and not merely avocational fashion along with
their architectural practice.

In school and colic Qc ihe creative architects were tolerably good
students, but in general not outstanding if one may judge from their
academic grades. In college they averaged about a B. But what more
clearly appears to have characteri7ed their college careers was the in-
dependence with which they worked.

In work and courses which caught their interest they could turn in
an A performance, but in courses that failed to strike their imagination,
they were quite willing to do little or no work at all. Tn general.
their attitude in college appears to have been one of profound skepti-
cism. They were unwilling to accept anything on the mere say-so of their
instructors. Nothing was to be accepted on faith or because it had be-
hind it the voice of authority. Such matters might be accepted, but only
after the student on his own had demonstrated to himself their validity.
In a sense, they were rebellious, but they did not run counter to the
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standards cut of sheer rebelliousness. Rather, they were spirited in their
disagreement and one gets the impression that they learned most from
those who \Vele pot easy with them. Yet clearly many of them were
not easy to take. One of the most rebellious, but as it turned out, one
of the most creative, was advised by the Dean of his school to quit
because he had no talent; and anot hcr . having failed iii his desi,Tn
dissertation which attacked the stylism or the faculty, took his degree
in the art department.

The self-assertive independence which they showed early and niani-
fcsted so clearly in school and college still characterizes the creative
architect. In the total sample, t),,. 0 Institute scales, one measuring
assertiveness, the other independence, correlate +34 and +.43 with
rated creativity.

Not only the architects, but all our creative samples, show this rela-
tive rejection of external restraints, freedom from crippling inhibitions,
and independence in thought and action. One illustration of the point
may be based on an interpretation of the profile of scores earned by
more creative as compared with less creative subjects on the California
Psychological Inventory. In the interest of clarity of presentation, I shall
once again present data only for architects.

On the first cluster of scales, which are measures of poise, ascend-
ancy and self-assurance, creative architects reveal themselves as domi=
nant (Do); possessed of those qualities and attributes which underlie
and lead to the achievement of social status (Cs); poised, spontane-
ous, and self-confident in personal and social interartion (Sp); though
not of an especially sociable or participative temperament (low Sy);
intelligent, outspoken, sharp-witted, demanding, aggressive, and self-
centered; persuasive and verNally fluent, self-confident and self-assured
(Sri); and relatively uninhibited in iressing their worries and com-
plaints (low Wb)

But it is on the second cluster of scores, those having to do with
responsibility, socialization and self-control that creative architects dif-
fer most widely from less creative architects. Their scores reveal the
creative architects to be relatively free from conventional restraints and
inhibitions (low So and Sc), not preoccupied with the impression which
they make on others and thus perhaps capable of greater independence
and autonomy (low Gi), and relatively ready to recognize and admit
self-views which are unusual and unconventional (low Cm).

As for the next cluster of scales, creative architects, like architects
in general, are strongly motivated to achieve in situations in which in-
dependence in thought and action are called for (Ai). Y -t, unlike their
colleagues, they are less inclined to strive for achievem 'tit in settings
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where conforming behavior is expected or required (Ac _ In efficiency
and steadiness of intellectual effort ( L. however, they do not differ
from their fellow Nvorker,

Their scores on the last three scales reveal the creative architects
as definitely more psychologically minded Py), more flexible (Fx ), and
as having more femininity of interests (Fe) than architects in genera

implications of the Findings
What, we may now ask, are the implications of these findings for

the conditions for effective personality change where the primary con-
cern is for the nurturing of creative potential in school and college?

What to me is most strongly suggested by our findings is that we
should seek to develop in our students a capacity for intuitive percep-
tion, an -diate concern for implications, and meanings, and signifi-
cances, ind r 3,ibilities beyond what is presented to the senses. This is
not to s a slighting of facts, for there is a great wealth of infor-
mation wineli every educated person must possess. Without a richness
of experience, which may include a considerable body of fact, intuitions
may be original but they are not likely to be very creative. Yet I would
urge that in our instruction we never present a fact for its own sake,
and that in our testing of our students' knowledge we shun questions
which require no more than identification of facts. I am convinced that
we can measure information which students have learned more reliably,
more validly and more economically by objective tests than by ess
examinations. Yet it remains true, I believe, that a student's preparation
for and actual writing of an essay examination forces him to exercise
his intuitive perception.

On another occasion T said what I am now saying by reminding
my colleagues that "ledge, the second element in the word knowledge,
means sport. Knowledge is the result of playing with what we know,
that is, with our facts. A knowledgeable person in science is not, as we
are often wont to think, merely one who has an accumulation of facts,
but rather one who has the capacity to have sport with what he knows,
giving creative rein to his fancy in changing his world of phenomenal
appearances into a world of scientific constructs" (MacKinnon, 1953).
And so it is in all fields, not science alone.

Rote-learning, learning of facts for their own sake, repeated drill
of material, too much emphasis upon facts unrelated to other facts, and
excessive concern with memorizing, can all strengthen and reinforce
sense-perception. On the other hand, emphasis upon the transfer of train-
ing from one subject to another, the searching for common principles
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in terms of which fact_- from quite different domains of knowledge can
be related, the stressing of analogies, and similes, and metaphors, a
seeking for symbolic equivalents of experience in the widest possible num-
ber of sensory and imaginal modalities, exercises in imaginative play,
training in retreating from the facts in order to see them in larger
perspective and in relation to more aspects of the larger context thus
achieved; these and still other emphases in learning would, I believe,
strengthen the disposition to intuitive perception as well as intuitive think-
in

While our data suggest the =' a rich development of intuitive powers
facilitates creativity, they do not deny the necessity of accurate sense-
perception. It is a matter of which gets emphasized. This is true also
with the perceptive and judging attitudes, both of which each of us
possesses but to different degrees. One must often enough judge and
evaluate one's own experience, but it is important that we not pre-
judge, thus excluding from perception large areas of experience.

The danger in all academic instruction is that we criticize new
ideas too soon and too often. Training in criticism is obviously im-
portant and so much emphasized I do not need to plead its case. Rather,
I would urge that an equal stress be placed on perceptive open-minded-
ness, discussing with students at least upon occasion the most fantastic
of ideas.

It is our duty as professors to profess what we have judged to be
true, but it is no less our duty by example to encourage our students
to be open to all ideas and especially to those which most challenge
and threaten our own judgments. We give lip service to the university
as the testing ground for new ideas, but too often our emphasis is upon
testing rather than on new ideas.

I am impre-ssed by the discrepancy between the score :)tir creative
subjects earn on the achievement via independence and the achieve-
ment via conformance scales of the California Psychological Inventory.
I am also struck by the descriptions of their behavior when in college.
These data are congruent with all our observations in assessment which
suggest that these subjects are now and for a long time have been
independent characters. It is an independence which manifests itself
not in footless rebellion but in the accomplishment of goals which the
individual sets himself and which he achieves in his own unique fashion.
I would infer from this that if we are to encourage creativity in
college students we must give them a maximum of freedom in achieving
their educational objectives.

It is our task as educators to set goals for the college and for
our individual courses. The goals, I believe, should be set in only the
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most eneral fashion, but they must be set high enough to challenge
the stun t nt ,nd to involve him in the overcoming of obstacles.

More specifically I would suggest that no course or seminar de-
serves a place in a college curriL uilum unless it requires of the student
the solution of some problema research project, a term paper, etc.
The requirement, stated in only the most general fashion, permits the
student to determine what specifically his own problem will be. Thus
he chooses, he sets the problem, and having done so, he might well be
left to solve it in his own way. Thus, we would provide the student
with what I believe to be one of khe necessary conditions for creative
achievement: the undertaking of the solution of a problem where the
degree of difficulty and frustration is great and the drive toward ac-
complishment is persistently strong.

If goals are set high enough, repeated periods of frustration will
be experienced. It is at these times which I have called periods of with-
drawal from the problem that the college community, if it is a stimulating
intellectual environment, can contribute importantly to the nourishment
of creativity. For it is often in these periods of renunciation of the
frustrating problem that those accidents which induce sudden insight and
are thus not accidents at all, since one is set for them, occur.

This, as I see it, is the meaning of serendipity, the finding of
valuable or agreeable things not sought for. If, when a student with-
draws from a problem which has repeatedly frustrated his attempts at solu-
tion, he moves in an environment alive with ideas and stimulating con-
verse, the chances of the insight-inducing accident's occurring are maxi-
mized.

Finally, I think our data should remind us that our creative students
may not always be to our liking, Almost certainly we will at times find
them difficult to get along with Yet if we recognize that some of their
behavior which may be most irritating to us arises out of a struggling
attempt to reconcile opposites in their nature and to tolerate large
quantities of tension as they strive for a creative solution to difficult prob-
lems which they have set themselves, we may be in a better position
to support and encourage them in their creative striving.
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Research in Protecting Preconscious
Functions in Education

Lawrence S. Kubie, M. D.

THE implications of psychoanalytic psychiatry for education arise
out of the continuous interplay between the learning process and the
ubiquitous masked ncurotic process. I will summarize this in as few
words possihle

Implications of Psychoanalytic Psychiatry
. In the present state of human culture (any human culture of

which we have knowledge enough to warrant a judgment), neurotogenic
processes begin in infancy and early childhood, and persist throughout
life. They are not diseases engrafted on normal development by some
outside arency. They arise as the rosult of unsolved problems in human
development. Consequently they are quite literally universal.

7. From earliest childhood and throughout life, learning is a two
way interchange. That this interchange occurs between the teacher and
the taught is obvious. Equally obvious is the interchange between one
student and another. Both of these interchanges carry the imprint of
the buried rivalries, affections and rebellions which are derived from
the nursery years, but which because they are buried tend to become
distorted, exaggerated and in disguised forms appear as persistent symp-
toms.

There is a third and subtler interchange, Le., between the student
and the subject matter. This arises because the subject matter in itself
is treated almost as though it were the image on a Rorschach card,
or a TAT drawing, something onto which each student projects out
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of his own buried emotional problems. This occurs from kindergarten
years into the upper reaches of post-postgraduate scholarship. The con-
sequence is that studying, learning, the incorporation of new data, the re-
assembling of this new data into new combinations is a mixed ingestive
and projeotive experience The implications of this fact for educational
processes have been largely overlooked,

. Each of the components in these two-way interchanges carries
traces from the past, e.g., of nursery behavior and of nursery hattles,
which operate on all levels: conscious, preconscious and uncom- ions.
Much of it is dominated by unconscious and therefore neurotogenk dis-
tortions; and if this neurotic carryover is not corrected early, the un-
happy result is that it tends to focus on the educational process and
even to be intensified by it. Where this occurs, it is only a happy
accident if this intensified play of neurotogenic forces fails to impede
and distort the learning process, and the relationship of student or scholar
to what he is learning.

, It is in part a consequence of these facts that in the whole
history of our culture, erudition has always had a purely accidental re-
lationship to wisdom. Another way of saying this is that erudition and
maturity have almost no relationship one to another. As long as this
remains true, we can no longer evade the conclusion that the cultural
process which is embodied in our educational system has failed. It has
failed to make man mature. It has failed to free men from the neurotic
distortions inherent in the early steps of the growth process. It has failed
to give us tools by which we can transmit from one generation to another
whatever increments of wisdom the passing generation may have gained.
in short it has failed to make human nature more plastic. The result
is that like robots, each generation repeats the mistakes of the past.

5 As a further result of our failure to face up to the play of
neurotogenic forces in the educational process, erudition and creativity
itself are often at war with one another. The realization of this does not
depend upon the testimony of psychiatrists alone. Swnt-Gyorgyi, the
Nobel Prize winner, testified to this as recently as June 1961 at meet-
ings in Montreal. Furthermore, many engineering Educators can tell you
that creativity rarely survives their educational grind, To put it more
precisely, creativity rarely survives in the educational rat race which we
call postgraduate education.

6. Yet we could and should be able to win victories out of these
cultural defeats. The very fact that the classroom and playground in
early years constitute a soil into which the unsolved and half-buried
problems of the nursery years are transplanted gives the school an
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ideal opportunity to enable the child to work out these problems and
to resolve them. Indeed it is precisey here that the preve hive applica-
tion of modified psychi:itrie techniques could be fused with the educa=
tional process. At present the school intensifies the neurotogenic in-
fluences of these conflicts, by using its prestige and influence to bury
them more deeply. Nor are they inactivated as this occurs. They
come time-bombs. Yet schools need not continue to do this.

The key which would unlock this prison door would be the early
introduction into the educational process of techniques by which that
which the child is burying could be exhumed, even as he is burying
it. In the pursuit of this goal adults must abandon the conspiracy
of silence in which we shroud those many emotionally charged facts,
which in spite of their painful nature are vital factors in human de-
velopment. This lesson derives from psychotherapy.

Yet to block and prevent the splintering of experience into unre-
lated, inaccessible and repressed divisions is not the same as it is to re-
unite that which has already been divided. The effort to prevent fission

the same as the re-fusion of that which has already been tis-
sioned. Therefore the prevention of fission in mental life must become
an integral part of the educational experience. It cannot be done just
once, It must be repealed year after year through each phasr- of the
child's development, from kindergarten through the ultimate years of
post-postgraduate education.

Research Can Lead to Answers
As educators none of us has a right to be complacent about the

state of affairs. Nor should anybody allow himself to dream
that any other educational system of whic.ii we have any knowledge,
has solved these problems, not German, French, British or Rip-z,
This would be that type of oversimplification which certain 1 per-
sons, politicians, or representatives of news media can perm- /
selves: but not the educator.

I have no easy answers to the questions these statements raise.Indeed all that I can do here is to suggest general lines of research
which can lead to answers. Sometimes in moments of discouragement I
cannot help wondering whether this serves any purpose, when one of the
effects of the universality of masked neuroses is that people defend
themselves by shutting their eyes and ears to any evidence of the existence
of the ubiquitous pathology in human development. Yet if I were wholly
devoid of hope, I can assure you that this would not be presented
here.
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The challenge, therefore, renck as follows: "How can tlic educator
educate without destroying somethine precious, vital and irreplaceable?"
This searchire, question is not peculiar to formal education. It is .Lt.noi her
form of the question which every honest parent must ask himself:
"I-low can I bring up my child without doing him harm, indeed without
interfering with his healthy growth?"

airt this is close to the question which every honest psychiatrist
must ask himself: "How do I learn to use psychotheripeutie processes
without at the i--;ame time becoming psychonoxious?" Because this restate-
ment of the question may surprise the reader, I would remind him that
any process that has the power to help must also have the power to
harm, Nvhether it is education, psychiatry, reli!Jon or a pill. The two
cannot he wholly dissociated.

Therefore I translate the chat! -Ile further into a question which
have presented to educators and also to parents on many occasions:
Can we find methods by which we can educate without distorting both

the educational process and the growth process itself?" Or to phrase the
question more specilicially: "How can we equip ourselves with the facts
and the tools which we will need in life, without limiting the imaginative_
freedom with which we will want to use these facts and tools after
we have acquired them?"

We have learned that input-overload through the excessive use of
grill and drill can tumble the learner into an abyss in which paralysis
becomes the equivalent of ignorance. Out of this can emerge either a
special form of the idiot-savant, the man who is a scholar in his field
but humanly speaking an ignoramus, devoid of wisdom, imprisoned by
hidden neurotogenic inner processes, which freeze him into labored un-
creativity,

The extent to which input-underload through excessive permissive-
ness can do similar harm is not yet clear. Yet we can recognize the
uncluttered mind at this end of the spectrum, master of nothing, free
of any burden of facts but equally under the dominion of neurosis.
Between the neurotic ignoramus and the neurotic scholar there is not
very much to choose, except that the neurotic ignoramus is almost al-
ways more fun, or at least less objectionable because usually he is less
pretentious.

This then is a problem to face and a challenge to consider. Yet
the purpose here is not merely to restate the challenge. My goal is
rather to indicate some of the steps toward research on these problems,
with techniques which are available today and which were not avail-
able even a few short years back. To make this clear will necessitate
a condensed and somewhat technical statement.
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Conscious Processes Are for Sampling

Research in this area derives from a basic conception of the nature
of thinking processes. There is abut-, lant experimental and clinical evi-
dence to indicate that traditional conceptions of how human beings think
and learn have started from a natural but totally misleading assumption
that we think and learn consciously. This is not true. Conscious pro-
cesses arc important not for thinking but for sampling, checking and
correcting and as tools for communication. The intake of factual data
about the world around us is overwhelmingly preconscious, i.e., subliminal.
This precoriseious input consists of an ineessant subliminal bombardment,
which goes on both when w are awake and when we are asleep.

All afferent modalities contribute to this; but the roles they play
vary in the waking and the sleeping phases. 114 the waking state the
dominant input is exteroceptive and proprioeeptive. In sleep, as in the
experiments in relative afferent isolation (which has been misleadingly
miscalled "sensory deprivation"), the dominant input is enteroceptive
(i.e., arising from the body's interior), with a marked reduction of pro-
prioceptive input (i.e., from muscles, joints, tendons and deeper layers of
skin), and with a near elimination of exteroceptivc input (i.e., input
from distance receptors). Yet whether the input is largely from dis-
tance and surface receptors (as in the normal waking state) or pre-
dominantly from within the body (as in sleep), the major input is al-
ways subliminal. The conscious component is never more than a weighted
sample of the total input. This fact is one of the basic yet most neglected
psychophysiological facts, and one which has relevance for all ed,tca-
tional processes.

Second, the bits of information which are furnished to us in this
way, whether subliminal or conscious, are then "proces.yed" in the machine
that we call the brain. This too is done on a subliminal level, All of
this is just another way of saying that most if not all of our thinking
is preconscious rather than conscious. Here again the conscious com-
ponent is only a weighted and fragmentary sample of the continuous
stream of preconscious processing of data. This has been demonstrated
experimentally and clinically and also in the testimony of creative writers,
artists, mathematicians, and scientists. Their learning and their thinking
consist of just such a continuous preconscious processing of experiences,
from which the major input is subliminal.

Of this _continuous preconscious stream we do conscious spot-samp-
ling; and this is where our symbolic tools enter into the picture. We
sample both the input and the preconscious stream by means of combina-
tions of symbolic units. In its more primitive form, as in dreams, this
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process of sampling consists of fragmentary, condensed, after-images of
visual memories. These are the subtle hieroglyphics of the dream which
always sample and represent not merely one thing at a time, but many
things simultaneously. We can observe and study such fragmentary, con-

en visual after-images not merely in dreams, but also in other pro-
Losses. This involves the externalization or projection) of fragments, as
though we were seeing them on a screen or hearing them from a phono-
graph. Therefore the sampling process itself and its symbolic representa-
tions consist of projections which utilize the data from distance receptors,
i.e., the visual and auditory modalities.

These then are regrouped into larger generalizations or abstractions)
which in turn are represented by those subtle and flexible symbolic tools,
which constitute words and numbers. Words then are grouped into
phrases and numbers into equations; phrases into sentences and para-
graphs, equations into mathematical models. This elaboration from the
elementary building blocks of the sampling process provides us with
exciting and magnificent new tools: but it remains a sampling process
and not a thinking or learning process. The point is that sampling is
not thought. Fez it is this conscious sampling which ha:: always been
mistaken for thinking.

I have already indicated that the conscious sample of the preconscious
or subliminal input is not the total input. It is only a meager and
weighted fragment of the whole. Were it otherwise, the input into our
thinking apparatus would be impoverished and our thinking processes
would become pedestrian and hamstrung. We must keep constantly in
mind the fact that the sampling process is always fragmentary, and
that by its very nature sampling must be slanted by emotional processes,
many of which are themselves subliminal.

The final step is when the sample of the input to which we have
given symbolic representation is projected again in the processes of re-
call, reproduction and communication. We distort as we sample. We dis-
tort what we recall of the sample. And we distort as we communicate.
By these steps we distort everything that we take in as we take it in,
and again as we record, recall and communicate it.

It is clear that what remains cannot be a true representation of the
external world, or of what we are trying to learn, or of what is processed
internally in the learning process, or of what we "create" by recombining
units into new patterns. I once put it that unwittingly we distort what we
perceive, and then learn what we have distorted. Psychologists, psychia-
trists, neurologists, neurophysiologists, have erred together in their undue
emphasis- on the conscious components of mentation. This has misled the
educator into neglecting the preconscious instrument of learning, which
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is the effective instrument of recording, processing and of creating. We
should learn how to do better than this. The question is how?

Three Critical Phases

This is the basic challenge which psychiatry brings to the educa-
tional process. It is with us every step in the growth of every child.
Yet in at least three phases during the process of &owing up, this
general problem is intensified. This was brought sharply to my atten-
tion at a conference of engineering educators in Boulder, Colorado,
sponsored by the National Science Foundation. In the course of these
deliberations it became clear that this problem confronts the educator
not merely once but as a recurring challenge throughout the course of
the whole educational process because there seem to be three periods
in which these problems crystallize into major crises. I do not mean that
this occurs three times in the life of each student, but rather that there
are approximately three phases in human development during which stu=
dents are peculiarly vulnerable. As educators we have paid too little
attention to these phases.

The first phase is almost universal and occurs in the early years,
somewhere between the ages of three and six. In this period with rare
and still accidental exceptions, children lose their original native capacity
to make free use of creative imagination. Before this the uninhibited
child manifests a magnificent facility in learning new things painlessly,
spontaneously, without repetition, even on the very first exposure. In
their responses they exhibit an equal freedom in body mimicry, in spon-
taneous dance, in tunes, in facial expressions, in the use of color and
form, and above all in the imaginative and poetic use first of sounds
and then of words. At this early age the child takes his experiences
apart and puts them together into new combinations, precisely as he
plays with his simple early toys.

Then, unhappily, as the child acquires the capacity for formalized
symbolic representation of experience, a more pedestrian pace and pro-
cess take over. At the same time he is struggling in the tangled toils
of his early loves and lusts and rivalries and hates. Consequently the
"three Rs" inherit the influence of these struggles and become the wardens
of a jail which gradually imprisons the child's once free creative capacity.
Do not misunderstand r- e. I have no objection to teaching a child how
to relate his fantasies to reality, how to (701-rect his unruly imagination,
how to distinguish between reality and dreams, and ultimately how to
represent his internal experiences by externalizing them in drawings and
words and numbers as he learns how to read, write or count. All of this



is essential. The problem now is how we can learn to accomplish this
without paying the enormous price which we have taken for granted in
the past.'

A second crisis occurs during the years of transition from puberty
into adolescence. That this is a period of high emotional complexity is
well-known. It is not always realized that its inner storms are projected
onto every object in the outer world, even onto innocent and inanimate
objects or even onto "nonsense" syllables. The pubescent child giggles
at innocuous words, giving each a forbidden connotation. He will find
something surreptitiously bawdy in words like "friction." A Boy Scout
rubbing two sticks together will find in this his special overtones and
undertones of taboo. Sometimes I wonder whether it makes any sense
to attempt to teach anything during this phase. It is a phase during
which many previously bright young school children suddenly are caught
up in fear, guilt and depression, which may manifest itself only in a
loss of performance capacity in school.

It is possible that we would save time and salvage many a child's
capacity for creative thinking and learning if he were plucked right out
ofof school for a year or so during this critical period of change. I am not
making any across-the-board recommendations of this kind. I am simply
challenging us to have the courage to search more freely for alternatives
to traditional sequences, and not to be anchored to the i-igid molds of
the past. Obviously we would be equally rigid if we were to pluck every
child out of school at the same age, when some go right ahead without
trouble and when the ideal age for such an interruption might vary
widely.

The educator may rightly ask whether psychiatry has the instru-
ments with which to determine whether in any individual child the educa-

1 I do not doubt that the free use of the whip can teach some children to read,
spell, write and count better. Yet I am sick of stupid misconceptions about this,
sick of the type of thinking which we find in our newspapers and periodicals. I amsick of the stupidity which is leading so many demagogues to think that we can goforward by going backwards, that if we imitate everything which was wrong in
German, French and even British education we will compete more effectively with
everything that is wrong in Russian education and which Russia borrowed from
Germany and France and England. Has no one asked what percentage of French,
German, British, Russian children are effectively taught by grill and drill? What
percentage of them are :gin :rely dropped by the wayside?

It is easy to create the illusion of success if we discard our failures. If we use
any teaching methods as a screening device, thus ridding ourselves of those who
cannot learn by that particular method, we can produce spuriously a perfect score.
Yet then we will never discover how many of the discards might have learned by
other methods. I am proud of our American effort to try to teach all children. I do
not underestimate the difficulties which this goal creates. But these should not lead
us to inflate the apparent successes of other countries which try to teach only those
students who can use traditional methods, discarding the rest,
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tional process should be interrupted, and when; and also when it can
safely be resumed. I must answer, -No, we do not have such tools." Yet
I would add that this is in part due to the fact that school people have
never asked us and we have never asked ourselves to develop such in-
struments. That they could be developed, I have no doubt.

Several variable years later comes the third crisis in education. Th .
student is on the way to becoming a "scholar," i.e., an advanced p-aduate
student. He has reached a period when he should be flowering into the
early phases of gre-:,-st creativity. Instead all too often it is here that the
coup de grace to ,:eative learning is given, as our engineering educa-
tors and indeed all other postgraduate teachers well know. By this time
little may be left of the student's original creative potential.

Some survive these three destructive crises with hcir capacities in-
tact to learn freely and to create. Yet such survival is today a happy ac-
cident. For the majority of the survivors, their mere survival in the
postgraduate rat race occurs at the cost of later creativity. We learn to
our dismay that mere graduation, the passing of exams, the winning
of advanced degrees, and even of initial positions on the bottom rungs
of the academic ladder are no measures of creative power.

I hope that no educator will think that this is an attack on him
or on the educational process; even if in the heat of writing I may
choose a word which is unclear as to its intent, and thus encourage such a
feeling. I do not mean to leave this impression. Any impatience I may
betray is directed quite as much toward my own colleagues in psychiatry
and medicine (including the psychoanalytic psychiatrists among whom I
count myself) as It is toward teachers or parents in general. My real
anger is against any complacency on the part of any of us over existing
or past traditions.

For me Pollyanna is the only true pessimist. Pollyanna secretly feels
that things are so bad that the only way to make life endurable is by
pretending that the badness does not exist and by finding consolation
in sentimentality. The only optimist whose optimism is a creative force
and not just soothing syrup is the person who can face just how bad
and how inadequate the past has been, out of a sturdy hope that with
hard thinking better ways can be found. In this spirit, then, I hold
that the greatest optimist in me( trine is the pathologist who has the
courage to study our mistakes at the autopsy table. Similarly I plead
here for pathologists among educators.

I have often commented that in the old days parents used to
say, "V at did I do to deserve a brat like that?" Today the parent
says, "What did I do?" This marks a cultural revolution, even when
today's parent exaggerates the implications of his question and feels that
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he is sufficiently omniscient and omnipotent to have avoided all catas-
trophes if he had only tried. There is a parallel here. In the past
the teacher said, "What did I do to deserve this lump?" What I am
urging is that as educators we ask ourselves, "What do we do to produce
this lump? "What do we do to creativity as we teach?" This applies
to all of us, parents, teachers, psychiatrists. How do we, as we educate,
contribute to the destruction of the creative potential which is so univer-
sal and spontaneous and free in every uneducated child who is not de-
fective, and even in many defectives. Why does this creative potential
survive accidentally in just a few?

This is the critical test of the failure of human culture and of every
single human cultural instrument. As doctors we must have the courage
to face the fact that a patient is dying. Only then can we hope to dis-
cover cause, cure and prevention. If as educators we pretend that things
are good or even "not so bad," then we will all do just that much
less. Unless we accept the full reality of the problem, we will invest
less money, less personnel, less time, less space, and above all less
thought in its exploration. Which brings me straight to the question of
research.

Research for New Processes

My deepest conviction is that of the need for research. Certainly
every human being must learn to use the basic tools. Yet what we
need is basic research in education to discover new processes by which
to impart the free and spontaneous use of these tools without crippling
and imprisoning the child's creative potential. Up to the present time
this basic educational problem remains unsolved.

An analogy may make my point clearer here. The freely gifted
athlete (the so-called natural athlete) can imitate with his body anything
he sees anyone else do even once, and sometimes do it better than his
experienced model. He may see someone swing a tennis racket, a base-
ball bat, catch and throw a ball, skip rope, or skate. He then picks
up the bat and ball or the tennis racket, or the lacrosse stick or puts on
the skates and in a moment uses them with natural precision and grace,
better than the model whom he has been watching. He has a freedom
to move and to put new movements together into new combinations
with confidence, with bodily imagination and without anxiety. He is like
the naturally gifted and photographic artist who looks at something casual-
ly, hardly glancing at it, merely scanning it, and then with a piece of
charcoal reproduces it automatically and faithfully. And then he can go
further and can take it apart into its fragments and play with it, claborat-
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in out of the initial representational image an emancipated product of
free creative fantasy. This may be lost, not gained or enhanced by repeti-
tion. This is what I mean by free learning, which can be destroyed by
drill and grill.

Indeed there is much evidence that the best learning is effortless learn-
ing; as can be demonstrated under hypnosis. The amount of drill and grill
needed may in fact be a measure of the inefficiency of the learning
process, and of the extent to which neurotic mechanisms impede it. The
need to use drill and grill seems to be rather a result of a loss of the
freedom to learn. We have always known that we learn to swim in
winter and to skate in summer. If we stop to think, we know that by
grinding in error, practice makes imperfect far more often than it makes
perfect. The challenge to education as to science) is to search for other
paths to the same goals, paths which are suitable for the work of educa-
tion at every level and stage, paths which teach without imprisoning and
destroying.

How then can we search and research for new methods? All re-
search must start with precise observations. On this I am certain that
we can agree. Yet how to make more precise observations in this area?
I keep saying to my colleagues that the incredible wonder about psychia-
try and analysis is that it has been able to make any progress at all
This is because so much of our raw data consists of brief impressions
of evanescent, fleeting moments of behavior. They are here and gone
in a flash, never to recur, never to be re-enacted or relived in exactly the
same way. The moment of action is gone, and in that moment the actors
have changed. Even if they try to reproduce what they have just thought
or felt or done, the reproduction can never be identical.

It is this fleeting moment which must be studied. For this purpose
it would have to be perceived and recorded and recalled with precision.
Yet we know that during the whole experience the observer himself
is emotionally involved. All of this is true not only of the therapist. It
is equally true of the teacher and of the parent. If we do our jobs
well, all of us have to be emotionally involved in swiftly moving sequences
of events. Yet when we are involved emotionally, we are hardly free
to make precise objective observations, to record them accurately, or to
recall them without bias. Small wonder that all of us in these three
roles have been slaves to the ast. Parents and teachers and psychiatrists
have all been dependent for their basic data upon their imperfect and
fallible memories of visual and auditory perceptions whieh are them-
selves subject to distortion.

I would remind the reader of Abraham Kaplan's magnificent com-
ment that science begins to come of age only when it abandons the doe-
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trine of immaculate perception. In states of high emotional involvement
we make our highly maculate perceptions of moments that are passing
swiftly and cannot be recaptured. And then we have to re distill this ma-
terial through fallible processes of memory, and reproduce them with
equally fallible techniques of reporting. Furthermore we can never go
back to re- examine our primary data ourselves, nor compare our obser-
vations with those made by others on the same data. All of this violates
not only basic scientific principles, but elenientary common sense. We can
call in a colleague to look through our microscope nd tell us what he
sees. And we can go back to the microscope ourselves as many times
as we want. In psychological affairs in the past none of this has been
possible: not in the clinic, the school or the home. We had to try to
see it right the first time and to remember it right and to report it
right. Because this is humanly impossible I am not amazed that we
have been so bound by tradition. Rather I am amazed that we have
made any progress at all.

Yet this is why a new day is visible over the horizon for our re-
spective fields. Techniques are now at hand whereby we can record
in minute detail the behavior of a child in his home, as a patient, as
the subject of an experiment, or as a student; and we can record at
the same time the behavior of parents, therapists, experimenters and
teachers, and of the interplay among us all. We can then sit down to ob-
serve these recordings and films not once but a hundred times; and we
can have not just one observer, but a dozen, to discuss and compare
what each one sees. Any individual moment of human behavior is itself
a ten-ring circus. Therefore it is only by repeated observation by many
observers that we can take it all in, take it apart and put it together
again as in all other fields of science. We must all be in the same
boat here. We must have the humility to study ourselves in our several
roles as well as the young folk we struggle to educate. And now, for the
first time in history, the life sciences (among which I rate education as
the most important) can begin to meet this basic requirement of scien-
tific methods. The introduction of grubby gadgetry brings the study of
the learning process into line with other areas of science. Gadgets of
course introduce their own errors. So did the microscope. But science
progresses by learning to recognize the artifacts brought in by new -
struments, by learning to limit and control them, to make them uniform,
and to allow for them. We will have to learn how to do this with the
new gadgetry of educational research.

Mat I am saying implies that the school from which we are to
learn new ways of education must be both a school and a laboratory.
And just as there are a certain number of research hospitals among



every group of hospitals, so every public and private school system must
set up budgets, facilities and personnel for research schools. Not every
hospital is a discoverer of new knowledge; but medicine would not have
made its incredible progress if there had not been many hospitals that
were literally built around their laboratories and their autopsy rooms.
Such hospitals may have professional staffs of medical scientists several
times as numerous as their patient capacity. Without his even knowing
it, each patient is the focus of multidisciplinary research by a team. Yet
these are also the hospitals that give to that same patient the best service,
the best treatment. There is no conflict between research and treatment.
There need be none between research in education and education itself.

Research Schools Are Needed

This is precisely what we need in education: research schools to
parallel research hospitals. The best schools of tomorrow will be the
schools which carry on daily basic research in every detail of the educa-
tion process, schools with observation chambers and recording equipment,
schools with research staffs, schools with at least as many professionals
as students. There must be research scientists in education working be-
side the general practitioners of education, just as there are research
scientists in medicine working beside the practitioners, each learning
from the ,Lher. The practitioner reminds the research man of the full
complexity of problems as these arise in the classroom and in real life.
The investigator reminds the practitioner of the need for more precise
methods of observing and of recording and documenting his observations.
Each is the conscience of the other: which is why as individuals they
sometimes do not get along too well together: they may even fight: but
the marriage between them is indissoluble.

There will be schools where teachers can sit down with consultants
from the fields of child neurology and clinical psychology, cultural anthro-
pology and child psychiatry and child analysis to study films of children
alone, and in the classroom, and on the playground, films to give frag-
mentary samples of episodes in the life of the class as a whole, episodes
in the daily life of the group, episodes in the daily lives of special in-
dividuals in the group, films which follow the same individual children
through years of growth. Such sessions for review and study of what
goes on will take time. This is why these schools will need research
and teaching staffs several times as large as even the best staffed schools
of today enjoy. Yet these sessions for the study of recorded basic data
will in the end be as important for each child as are the hours that the
teacher today spends marking papers. They will bring the teacher into
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closer touch with the living spirit of the child. Therefore they will mean
at the same time a steady expansion of the spirit of the teacher as
well. It is along these lines that I envision studies evolving which can
salvage our future in education from enslavement to the past as in medi-
cine and psychiatry.

Note that I come up with no ready answers. I have no quick panaceas
to pull out of my back pocket. I have only techniques by which we
can accumulate precise primary observations; and not only of the child
in relation to us, but of ourselves in relation to the child. Let me make
this point clearer. I retired from practice two and a half years ago. 1
retired in order to devote my time to teaching and writing. What I teach
the young psychiatrist is not merely to observe the patient, but even
more to observe himself in relation to the patient. This he can do only
Ln one way: namely by seeing himself in action in brief rushes of films,
and by hearing himself on tape. 1 always know that a young man has
started on the long road to becoming a psychiatrist when in the presence
of a group of his peers he gains the courage to say publicly and without
defensiveness or shame: "What I said was not so bad; but why did I
have to say it that way?" Or even, "What I said was not so bad. The
way I said it was not so bad. But why did I have to look like that?"

Something like this must happen to every teacher in the process of
learning more about how to teach without destroying. And the same thing
must someday become part of the training for parenthood. Just let us
imagine for a moment what it might do for our children and for our
vision of family life if no one could even be licensed to have children
until he had been forced to study films of his own behavior in relation
to infants and children during long hours of work with them in day
nurseries, nursery schools, kindergartens, primary classes and playgrounds.
Such a study of our own images might even teach future parents a little
humility. And the same goes for teachers and psychiatrists.

Furthermore there may be a lesson for education in the fact that
in psychiatry it is the child psychiatrist who receives the longest training.
The small child is acutely responsive to cues to which the older child
has unfortunately lost his original sensitivity. One of the manifestations
of the influence of universal concealed neurotic mechanisms is the way
in which we wall ourselves off from innumerable subliminal cues as we
grow older.

The little child may not yet have been damaged by his elders.
1-Id can still respond to these cues. Yet we must have free teachers
if we expect to develop free children. Therefore the younger the child,
the more critically important it is for his teacher to have won his way to
freedom through meticulous self-study and self-awareness. Therefore the
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teacher of the small child has to be even more subtle, healthier, freer,
more plastic than the teacher of the graduate student.

Let me finally focus my attention back on the critical issue with
which I began, This is the danger inherent in a premature emphasis on
articulate, conscious formulations of what one is learning, a premature
demand on the student to convert new data into articulate forms, a
premature demand that he test what he is learning as he is learning it by
reviewing it consciously, that he examine through conscious symbols that
which he has perceived largely at a subliminal level, and that he repro-
duce it and project it prematurely through conscious symbols.

This premature introduction of conscious sampling, through the repeti-
tive emphasis on drill and grill, is precisely what makes jailors out of the
processes of conscious sampling and conscious symbolic representation.
Conscious processes thereby become inhibiting and paralyzing forces
which restrict the free play of preconscious function. Therefore the goal
of basic research in education must be to find better substitutes, to find
other ways of tapping what is going on, of finding out what is being taken
in subliminally and what is being processed preconsciously, We must
find out how to dip a tin cup into the rushing preconscious stream with-
out damming it up or diverting it. This sampling process is not itself
education; but it can become an important adjunct to education, a guide
and a corrective, provided that it is not allowed to become a paralyzing,
hamstringing or distorting implement. This is what I am challenging us
to work together to discover.

Therefore I say to Congress, to our States and our municipalities
that we need urgently to parallel the National Institutes of Health with a
National Institute of Education with experimental schools and laboratories
and funds for research.
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Research on Enhancing
Productive Thinking

James J. Gallagher

CURRENT educational research related to productive thinking in
the classroom is an exciting topic. It is particularly exciting for the edu-
cator and the teacher because much of current research promises to be of
practical value in improving classroom operation. This statement could
not easily have been made about educational research in past decades.
Five or six general areas of investigation will be discussed here, with a
specific example from each which illustrates the general trend.

It would seem reasonable to believe that there is more than a casual
relationship between the present virulent criticism of American education
and the renewed interest in research in, and evaluation of, the educa-
tional program. Education has been forced to defend itself and, in the
course of this defense, is modifying and changing many time-honored
concepts. The criticism comes from many different directions and the
attacks seem to rest on two main points. First, the critics held that
teachers, and those who instruct them, have not enough knowledge con-
cerning the content areas in which they teach. Second, the critics argue
that curriculum content is presented at a low conceptual level, much
lower than the students could master if given the opportunity. An associ-
ated criticism is that there has been too much emphasis on social and
life adjustment in the school c!urriculum. This point has been made by
Bestor (1953)

American intellectual life is threatened because the first twelve years of
normal schooling in the United States are falling more and more completely
under the policy making control of a new breed of educator who has no real
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place in does not respect and who is not respected bythe world of
scientists, scholars, and professional men.

The same criticism is made indirectly by more responsible critics,
such as Bruner (1960), who suggests that if we expect to teach the core
of a subject area we must involve ourselves in reeducating teachers. The
criticism is still there, although in more sympathetic form.

Let us take another quote. "Too much high school science instruc-
tion is descriptive and stresses rote learning. Too little is conceptual and
provocative; there is too little stress on reflection and analysis." Whosaid it? Bestor? Rickover? Conant? This statement came from a report
of a group of scientists and science educators concerning the secondary
science program in the Illinois Public Schools. The author agrees that
education has been a legitimate target on both countsfirst, that teachersdo have too little knowledge of the subject matter in which they are
instructing; and second, that the teaching has been at a low conceptual
level, especially for the academically talented youngster.

New Trends in Education

There are many legitimate reasons why this is true. Most of thesereasons indict the American public more than the educators, but denying
problems which are self-evident to the intelligent layman will not winhis respect or confidence. There are, however, important trends occur-ring in our educational system. Probably it is not correct to say that re-search started the trends. As often as not, th.2 trend seemed to stimulate
the research, but the research does illustrate these changes.

These new trends involve major changes or modifications in three
areas: the curriculum presented to the student, the methods or proceduresby which this curriculum is presented, and administrative arrangementsand organization. All of these changes are o, zurring at the same time and
they sometimes seem to become mixed tog_ a_lier in practice, as well as inresearch.

Curriculum Changes

Many dramatic changes in curriculum have resulted from the in-
creased involvement of scholars from various content areas who have
become more interested in education and the educational process. For

Arthur Bestor. Educational Wastelands, Urbana, Illinois: University of IllinoisPress, 1953.
L F. Audrieth, R. W. Burnett and H. J. Fuller. "Secondary School SciencePrograms: Appraisals and Recommendations in Improving Science Programs."Il/itwis Schools. Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1958.
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a number of years many textbooks have placed an emphasis on functional
knowledge. Thus, in the elementary science texts the emphasis was on
how a car runs, how a refrigerator works, what happens when you turn
the light switch on, and other vcry practical and functional problems
which stemmed from the immediate interests of the child.

The arithmetic curriculum was built on story problems in which the
child's introduction to the world of mathematics was the solution of
everyday practical problems in the grocery stc a or in business. The
general reaction of the scholars, of whatever field of knowledge, was one
of unadulterated horror. While this functional approach has much to
recommend its usc, especially with slow learners, it becomes hard to sup-
port as an adequate approach to educating the gifted child.

The approach of committees of scholars and educators such as the
Physical Science Study Project has been typified by Cronbach as follows:

The scholars believe that a curriculum built around applications gives a
false picture of a field of knowledge, or' no picture at all. It omits both the
systematic content of a discipline and its procedures. Moreover, they deny that
it is possible to arm the pupil with the technological knowledge that will serve
the needs of his lifetime. The typical physical theory, they say, goes out of
date in about 20 years. In many an industry 90 percent of the products and
hence of the technology were unknown 10 years ago. Knowledge of specific
chemical compounds or processes, therefore, is of transient value; only a highly
generalized understanding of molecular structure and conditions governing
reactions remains pertinent.3

Thus the emphasis has been toward the goal of teaching the basic
structure of the subject matter.

Bruner (1960) in his book, The Process (-4 Education, reported on
the Woods Hole Conference, during which some conclusions on the im-
portance of structure were reached. Bruner raises other important is-
sues too. One issue concerns the concept of "readiness." He points out
that "readiness to learn" is a function not only of the individual capabili-
ties of a child but of the way in which the material is presented. That is,
if we have evidence that the child does not learn to read until the age of
six, this does not necessarily mean that he could not learn at a younger age
if the material were presented in a different manner. This general concept
has been applied most spectacularly to mathematical ideas in which some
of the more advanced mathematical concepts have been presented at the
early primary grades. The ingenuity of the curriculum devisors is brought

L. J. eronbach. jical Issues Pertinent to Recent American Cur-
riculum Reforms." Address delivered at International Congress of Applied Psy-
chology, 1961.



into play to allow the child to gain experience with important concepts in
set theory or probability even though he may not be able to verbalize the
concepts.

Methods

A major issue raised by many of these curriculum specialists has
concentrated on student motivation and the process of learning. Their
claim, put simply, is that a student learns to be a scientist by acting like
a scientist, not by reading the results of the scientist's work. He learns
mathematics best by acting like a mathematician and therefore shouldsearch for his answers and for his general principles much as does the
mathematician himself. Thus, we note the current emphasis on the dis-
covery method. This requires a very carefully designed curriculum and
an extremely knowledgeable instructor, and, some believe, a pliable andalert group of youngsters. Given these, the demonstrations can be quite
remarkable indeed. Whether they are efficient is another matter. The
efficiency of the discovery method in education is likely to be a sourceof continuing controversy for the next decade. There is little or no debate,
however, concerning the importance of the youngster's being able to thinkfur himself.

An interesting research project, now in progress, is being conducted
at the University of Illinois by Suchman. His major interest is in teaeaing
youngsters what he calls methods of inquiry (1961). In the process of
his investigations he has found that, for example, in a typical elementary
classroom, a teacher will ask from 8 to 10 times as many questions as thechildren. This would seem to be a very strange state of affairs when oneconsiders the excited curiosity and interest typical of the young child.
Suchman suggests that the pupils have been trained out of inquiry and
wait passively to receive the knowledge presented to them. He uses filmsas a stimulus. In these films the children are given an experience which,
from their standpoint, is unexplainable.

For example, he has a film of the science experiment using abimetallic strip. If heated on one side, it curves down; and if heated onthe other side, it curs, up Suchman then asks the youngster to try todiscover why this happens by asking him questions to which he willanswer Yes or No, similar to the Twenty Questions game. One of themost revealing aspects a the research has been that the task itself (solvinga puzzle) has been a startlingly new and confusing one for the children.This is an example of a typical interchange between an adult and a brightchild.

Examiner: What made it go up? I'm here to answer questions.Mark: Yes, I know. I can't think of any to ask.
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Examiner: I see. Think. Try:
Mark: (pause) Well. I can't think of any questions.
Examiner: What is it you know? What would you want to know?
Mark: Why it herded tipl.rds.
Examiner; What could you do to find out what things were necessary?
Mark: Try it. Ask someone who l'nows.
Examiner: Yes, you could ask someone who knew but that would just be

getting somebody else to tell you, wouldn't it? T mean findine out for yourself.
Mark: Just try different things.'
One of the most brutal criticisms of an educational system would be

to demonstrate that a bright youngster should be so totally at a k. when
faced with a situation in which he is thrown on his own cognitive Jvics
and resources to solve a problem. Another type of interchange is also
informative in this retard. Henry is a youngster who has figured out a
way to handle these kinds of situations.

Henry: Did it straighten in the water because the atoms of the heat
molecules and the knife changed from a min pv to a plus?

Examiner: How could you possibly find that out?
Henry: Well, it would be kind of hard unless you did it with a

telescope or a microscope.
Examiner: I can't answer that question then.
_Henry: It seems that this is just another fact of science, even though

it's amazing, but sometimes it takes weeks to figure out answers. I'll do the
best I can to find out an answer,'

Here is a fine example of an intellectual bluff of a bright youngster.
Although the words may have a ring of authenticity and importance, it
becomes clear that Henry really does not know what he is talking about.
It is just as clear, however, that Henry has gotten away with this technique
in the past. Why? Teachers will comb through this type of verbal chaff in
order to find the kernel of wheat. The teacher then will take the idea,
reform it, reexplain it in the proper way, and perhaps come to the con-
clusion that Henry really understood the essential concept but just could
not express it very clearly. Naturally, when Henry, himself, must solve the
problem, this kind of approach is to no avail.

Suchman attempts to train students in three stages of inquiry: episode
analysis, in which the youngster is supposed to verify what the essential
facts are in the film; determination of relevance, in which he is to identify
the necessary conditions surrounding the phenomenon; and induction

relational constructs, which rnertnQ that the individual i nl,le to predict

Richard Sunman. "Inquiry Training: Building Skills for Autonomous Dis-
covery.- Merrill Palmer Quarterly 7: 147; 1961.

Ibid.
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other results or to change the situation so that the principle that is being
demonstrated here can be used in other situations. While the final results
of the experiment are not in the preliminary results are encouraging
and the procedures and th- process itself have already raised many im-
portant issues.

While Suchman deals mainly with methods of modifying the indi-
vidual learner, there has been a quickening interest in the teacher-pupil
interaction as well. One occupational hazard of the educator is that his
attempt to state something important often turns out to be a stupifying
cliehi3. For example, the quality of the emotional interchange between
the teacher and student is important to final student production in the
classroom! Nor is it much more enlightening to know that many factors
influence this emotional interaction. As Dewey and Bentley (1949) put
it, no one would be able successfully to speak of the hunter and the
hunted as isniated with respect to hunting. Yet it is just as absurd to set
up hunting as an event in isolation from the spatio-temporal connection
of all of the components. What is then necessary is to become more
specific, and to produce facts regarding the precise nature of the interac-
tion and the relevant correlates. The key to the situation lies in ap-
propriate measuring instruments just as this is the key to successful
operation and development in any science.

One of the many difficult problems in communication between the
research person and the teacher-educator lies in the teacher's having an
all-consuming interest in the product of the research. When the research
person tries to describe in some detail how he went about finding out
what he has discovered, the consumer or the educator often waits very
impatiently, in effect, saying, "Never mind all that detail, just tell me
what you found out." One of the points on which it is very hard to
convince teachers, is that what you found out was intimately related to
how you went about finding it out.

All of this leads to the point that what has been needed was the
development of more useful measuring instruments to analyze the class-
room situation itself. The studies described in the following pages attempt
to do this. One interesting study was conducted by Spaulding (1962),
who attempted to show precisely what kinds of student behavior were
associated with differing kinds of teacher behavior. As he puts it, "During
the course of a year in each classroom a small society emerges exhibiting
its own social rules, its sanctions, its ways of work and play." What
Spauldi-q attempted to do was to identify the kinds of rules and sanctions
that were operational in the 21 elementary classrooms that he studied
in Palo Alto, California_

Spaulding collected data regarding the pupil's self-concept, ability
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to do creative thinking and academic achievement at mid-year and then
again in May of the same year. In between these tests, Spaulding collected
what he refers to as transactional data. This data was obtained by means
of a transistor microphone transmitter which the teaelier vwre. The
teacher's statements were placed on tape and analyzed through time sam-
pling techniques. Spaulding attempted to analyze the classroom interaction
data in terms of the amount of teacher approval or disapproval shown, the
type of content used, the amount of publicity of communication, and
sequential reinforcement. These factors were then related to the changes
in achievement or ability in creative thinking that occurred in the children
over the half-year period.

Sex differences were marked. The growth of self=concept of girls
was negatively 'related to public disapproval, iIc i w positively re-
lated to private disapproval. In other words, to build up the self-con-
cept of girls, disapproval should be expressed in private rather than in
public. Teachers' disapproval did not seem to have an impact on boys'
self-concepts, however.

Now we are also of course, interested in what kinds of teacher
behavior seem to stimulate "creative" thinking in students. As before,
there were differences between boys and girls, with boys showing a higher
degree of creative thinking in those classes in which the teacher took a
MOM negative tone. There was one variable which seemed to be signifi-
cantly related to the development of creative ability in both boys and
girls. This was the variable of non-teacher centered instruction.

Spaulding identified two different teaching strategies, a teacher-
centered world in which the main task was to identify and repeat back
the teacher's own perceptions of the world. The alternative strategy was
to present a world in which all, teachers and students, share in discovering
the elusive truth. The results of the experiment supported the notion that
non-teacher centered instruction encourages creative work and ability
although it did not, surprisingly enough, have a positive influence on
the development of self-concept.

One of the knotty problems that Spaulding leaves with us is that
the kinds of teacher characteristics which seem tcvnllance the self-concept
of the youngster seem to diminish the gains i le..demic achievement
and creative thinking. In other words, improvement achievement and
creative abilities seems to be related to pressure and to negative tone on
the part of the teacher. Spaulding raises a question as to whether teachers
may have to balance the gains made in the areas with possible losses
to the individual's self-esteem. Again we are appallingly ignorant of the
long range development of self-esteem as opposed to short range changes,
as measured here.
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Please note that, in the .7,natileling study, he was mcasurin "creative
thinking and ability. One of the numerous clichti's of education is that we
are interested in developing creativity or productive thinking to the highest
level pcssible, We have not been able to become much more specificthan that for the lack of reasonably adequate measuring instruments. if
we cannot measure somcthiw'. it is very difficult to tell whether or not we
are doing a good job in producing it.

With all of the present interest in education, it is rather surprisingthat some new and seemingly productive instruments came from the workof an academic psychologist by the name of Guilford (1955). His at-tempt to define and elaborate on the total structure of intellect. di processesin human beings included some areas of operation that were not relatedto the ordinary intelligence tests with which we are familiar. While we
have continually reminded ourselves that intelligence tests do not really
measure all that is important about intellect, we had to wait for someoneto come along with some other measuring instruments before we could
really discuss this point with any degree of specificity.

The area Guilford identified that seems to be of most currentinterest to educators was the intellectual operation of divergent thinking,
or the ability to produce large numbers of ideas which manifest intellectualflexibility, fluency and foresight.

Standard 10 tests have stressed items such as "Hook is to eye asbolt is to -," a type of task which Guilford calls convergent thinking
--the stressing of one right answer. Tests of divergent thinking would ask,"How many different meanings can you give for bolt?"

Above a certain level of Binet (about 120), or the top 10 Tj 15
percent of the school population, little relationship is found between IQtest Scores and scores on these tests of divergent thinking. Furthermore,
some interesting differences have been obtained regarding two groups of
youngsters, those scoring high in IQ but not on creativity and those who
score high on creativity, but not in IQ. These differences extend to family
attitudes and values, self-concepts, attitudes toward their education andtheir projected future.

Much credit should go to the pioneer investigation of G ctzcls andJackson (1962), who attempted to distinguish the characteristics of thesegroups of children. For reasons of simplicity and understanding, thesegroups are referred to here as the high IQ versus the high creative group.Once again the differences between these two groups of youngsters de-pended a great deal upon the measuring instruments and Getzcls andJackson used a large number of adaptations from the original Guilford
studies. One surprise was that the high creative group was achieving aswell as the high 10 group even though the former children were an average
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c)- 23 ICJ points below the high IQ children. Torrance (196 ) who has
extend -c and elaborated on the Getzels and Jackson's studies has found
that this is generally true in most schools, but not in all. It appears to
depend upon the type atmosphere and program of the sehoo as to
whether the high creative youngsters will be achieving well or not.

In terms of the family factors, there were numerous differences be-
tween the two groups but the essential differentiation seemed to be the
ability or the predisposition to take risks. In the high creative families the
youngster appeared to be encouraged to take more risks from a social
standpoint and to put less pressire on the youngster to follow a particular
predetermined parental pattern. Two stories based on the same picture
from the Getzels and Jackson study illustrate this risk taking strategy.

The high IQ subject: Mr. Smith is on his way home from a successful
business trip. He is very happy and he is thinking about his wonderful family
and how glad he will be to see them again. He can picture it, about an hour
from now, his plane landing at the airport and Mrs. Smith and their three
children all there welcoming him home again.

The high creative subject: -Ibis man is flying back from Reno where
he has just won a divorce from his wife. He couldn't stand to live with her
anymore, he told the judge, because she wore so much cold cream on her face
at night that her head would skid across the pillow and hit him in the head.
He is now contemplating a new skid-proof face cream.0

Note the cautious approach of the high IQ storyteller. He gives
standard story on a socially respectable theme. No one can say that the
story is wrong or inappropriate. In contrast, the high creative child
breaks free from the stimulus, gives an unusual story that deals with a
socially unacceptable theme such as divorce. In other words, he is willing
to run the risk. of teacher or peer disapproval in order to give free rein
to his own imagination.

Torrance and his associates have suggested that this is a real risk
indeed as they conclude:

In most classrooms, the child who expresses an unusual idea or offer
an unusual production takes a calculated risk! In such a setting, it takes a
great deal of courage for a child to press for presentation of his unusual ideas.
Such ideas are frequently hooted at and depreciated as "silly" ear "screwy:"7

Our own research efforts studying productive thinking at the
Institute for ReSearch on Exceptional Children have centered on
analysis of the cognitive behavior of the classroom teacher and students.
We have been impressed by the contributions of Guilford and have

J. W. [pretzels and P. W. Jackson. Creativity and intelligence New York:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1962.

E. Paul Torrance, Guiding Creative Talent. 1952 by permission of Prentice=
Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:



accordingly framed our classification and analysis of the teacher's class-
room behavior and that of the students in terms of the Guilford model.
Thus, the analysis is in terms of cognitionmernory convergent
divergentcvalmitive intellectual operations. Each student and teacher
response is classified in these general areas (Gallagher and Aschner,
1963).

Ana ysis of Cognitive Behavior

Perhaps one reason why we have placed so much stress on the
importance of measuring instruments is that we have spent much of our
energy in devising and refining our own tests, rating scales, etc. We have
tape recorded blocks of fiv(- consecutive classroom sessions in twelve
classes of intellectually superior children in four content areas at the
junior high school level.

These sessions are transcribed and each spoken thought unit of
teacher and pupil is classified in order to identify patterns of cognitive
behavior in the classroom: One goal of our work is to try to discover
which kinds of teacher behavior bring forth which types of productive
thinking. Perhaps we can add to this, in which kinds of children.

have found, as Spaulding did, some sex differences in the
classroom interaction behavior: In a total of eight classrooms so far
analyzed we have found that there is a definite tendency for boys to
speak more than girls in the classroom and to be more fluent in written
tests, despite similar IQ scores,

it would seem that txpressive behavior in the classroom is a measure,
to some degree, of personal aggressiveness and that boys are expected to
be more personally aggressive than girls and therefore to talk more.
Whether they talk in different styles or intellectual operations or not is an
interesting question that we hope to analyze in the near future.

Another observation related to divergent thinking, which appears tobe one necessary component to creative thinking, is that unless the
teacher takes steps to ask specifically for this kind of thinking c7)eration
it very rarely occurs in the classroom.

Some examples of the various teacher approaches can be imagined
if the teacher is to discuss the relationships between the Spanish Armada
and the colonization of America.

One teacher approach could be styled cognitive-memory: "Teacher:Can someone tell us what -he has read about the Spanish Armadar
This requires no thinking ability but merely the ability to remember.

An alternative approach might stress convergent thinking: "Teacher;Give an explanation for why the Spaniards lost?" While this could be
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cognitive-memory also, it may test the ability of the student to put facts
in a logical and sequential order.

Or the teacher could tap divergent thinking: -Teacher: Suppose the
Spaniards had won, what so; 1s of things might be different about our
country today?" Here we have multiple possibilities and the student is
encouraged to range over many dimensions without concern for the one
right answer.

Finally there is evaluative thinkinQ: -Teacher: Do you suppose we
would have been better off if the Spaniards had won?" This type of
question demands the application of sonic value dimension to the problem
and the judgmental relationship regarding the item in question and that
value dimension.

These four different types of questions are relatively easy to identif-
by teachers, as our workshops have shown. Teachers, given the subject
matter, can compose questions tapping each of the intellectual operations.
In the course of classroom discussion, it is likely desirable that all types
of intellectual operations need to be brought into play What the teacher
appears to need is an understanding of a system such as this by which
he can become aware of his own behavior, affective and cognitive, and
the effect it has on the students.

Administrative Organization

Recently the author attended a workshop with some administrators
in a large metropolitan school system. They were discussing their
own programs for gifted children. There was an impressive variety of
approaches. Some of the administrative arrangements used a special con-
sultant with knowledge of how to stimulate thought processes °I gifted
children. A second alternative approach was to have a consultant based
on subject matter areas; a science consultant or a social studies consultant.
etc. Other administrative arrangements were the ungraded primary, over-
lapping grouping, the use of special interest groups, bringing in outside
specialists for part of the day, and acceleration in the school program.
After listening to some of the group sessions in which various procedures
were described for handling bright children at the elementary and junior
high school levels, the author composed a summary statement. One part
of that summary was that the self-contained elementary classroom
seemed to be disappearing.

One can become involved in the details of administrative provisions
and overlook the fact that they really are only trying to accomplish a few
basic goals. A primary goal is to make available to the children a higher
level of subject matter conceptualization. Second, to have a workable
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group of children, from an intellectual interest and achievement stand=
point, to allow for maximum absorption of these ideas. Third, to present
material in a way appropriate to this particular group. All of these ad-
ministrative arrangements and organizations are attempts to answer
the two major criticisms, the poor knowledge background of the teacher
and the low conceptual level of the curriculum.

A further consideration is the ever increasing role of automated
teaching devices. Already in experimental use, among others, are closed
circuit TV, learning machines which operate as a type of tutor to the
individual student, computer regulated devices which present any ma-
terial from logic to history, and an airborne TV system with a plane
reflecting TV signals over a ten state area in the rnidwest classrooms, As
many other persons have stated, these automatic devices will no more
replace the teacher than did the advanced automation of the kitchen
eliminate the housewife. These aids will, however, allow the teacher to
do more of the things that he has never had the time for and will re-
lease him from more routine tasks.

The advantages of the machines are many. They never get mad or
impatient or disgruntled. They give instant feedback so that the child
realizes immediately whether he is right or wrong and does not have to
wait until the next morning for the teacher to return the papers. Indirectly,
learning machines have forced upon us the necessity for systematizing
our own instruction. This had to be done to allow the content to be placed
on the machine, but the increased efforts in organizing materials can
pay off in greater insight by the teacher or educator in the subject matter
in question.

While the machines answer questions effectively, they do not as yet
choose the questions to ask. This can be one of the most important
functions of the tearner in the future. A Saturday Review article dealt
with "Hamlet's Low-Speed Computer." It was pointed out that Hamlet's
father's ghost was the forerunner of today's computers. Hamlet askedthe "computer" what had happened to the late king of Ocneniark and
what should he do about it.

From the ghost he got back a very detailed reply. . Responding to
these advises, Hamlet created a political, social, moral and administrative messthat was simply hair-raising. The trouble was that he had gotten the rightanswerthe answer he deservedto a question that was totally wrong. Hehad asked about his father when, as any psychologist will tell you, he should
have asked about himself and his relations with his rnothcr.s

Saturday Review. "Hamlet's Low.Speed Computer." April 7, 1962, p. 46.Adapted from Management and the Computer of the Future, edited by MartinGreenberger 0 by Massachusetts Institute of Technology (John Wiley and sonsThe M.I.T. Press
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Today s computers or learning machines will give back faithful in-
formation but it takes extraordinary wisdom to know what to ask.

The science fiction future of computers in the classroom has been
sketched out by Silberman and Coulson (1962), They suggest that a
future computer can generate practice or drill exercises for the student.
A computer would be able to place items in a basic or a remedial series.
If several items in the remedial series are similar, the computer could
he able to select such items at random.

In future auto-instructional systems, a student may be given much
more freedom in the kinds of information he can insert and receive from
the teaching machine. He may be allowed to answer questions posed by
the machine or even ask questions of his own, using conventional English,
These and many, as vet, undreamed of applications lie over the horizon.

It is probably urmisc to consider the potential effects of the
various research endeavors discussed here on teacher education without
a generous supply of pain killer on hand. Research means change. Re-
search is the mortal enemy of the status quo. The responsibilities on
teacher preparation institutions and on the in-service education programs
are heavy. It would be foolish for university faculty members to believe
tl%it we could remain untouched by this upheaval of traditional school
practices. What we need is a program of teacher education that is
responsive to these new ideas and is flexible enough to adapt to then-i.

The research discussed has included examples of research on the
learner and on methods to help him become more independent in his
thinking, new notions regarding the character of productive thinking and
productive thinkers, investigations of research on the interaction of teacher
and pupil (both affective and cognitive and on basic modifications of
the curriculdm,

We are clearly on the threshold of much new knowledge of teaching
and education. Living and working in this era will not be easy, but it
will not he dull either. It is up to us to meet the challenge of this new
information with ingenuity and creativity so that we are masters of the
new ideas and developments rather than slaves to therm
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Teacher and Classroom Influences
on Individual Learning

Ned A. Flanders

SUPPOSE a student is working on a problem and reaches a point at
which he must make a decision. If he considers the alternatives and then
makes his own decisions, his actions will appear to be relatively independ-
ent. If be is unable to make decisions without some help, we would con=
s;der his action to be relatively dependent. In every classroom situation
there is a certain amount of dependence that may be directed toward the
teacher, toward other members of a group, or toward authority symbols
of some sort. Students differ in their tendency to respond with independent
or dependent behavior, in a given situation, and this tendency has been
studico as a personality trait.

By the time children reach school age, the personality trait of
dependence-independence appears to be well established. Steadier (17)
suggests that it is only when a child is sufficiently dependent to be pleased
at parent approbation that he can make rapid strides toward independence.
The child with a good dependence-independence ratio will develop into a
normally independent adult. Steadier describes two critical periods when
overdependence may develop: (a) when the child, at the end of his first
year, tests his mother to see if he can depend upon her; and (b) when the
parents and society begin to increase their demands upon the child rapidly
during the ages of two or three. Sears et at. (15) found a substantial
relationship between the frustration developed in childhood training, such
as feeding practices, and the incidence of dependence observed by teachers.
Support for these views can be found in the work of Frenkel-Brunswik
(14) and her colleagues, who found measures of this personality trait
to differ significantly in the interviews of prejudiced and unprejudiced
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adults. She suggests that patterns of submission to parental authority,
and the accompanying childhood frustrations, may be closely related to
submission to authority in general. She states that this, in turn, ".
would have the broadest implieziions for social and personal behavior
both toward those with power and those without it."

Dependence and riidependence
From what we already know about the teacher's influence on social

processes and structures, it is clear that the teacher has the power to
create, or can help to create, conditions which elicit primarily dependent
reactions from xll but the most independent students. If necessary, he can
also force even the most independent students into dependent patterns of
compliant behavior. On the other hand, by exercising some care, the
teacher can create conditions which will encourage all students except the
most dependent, to initiate more independent action and can create, if
necessary, special circumstances in which even the most dependent can
respond with more independent behavior.

Why be concerned with dependence and independence? What effect
will control of dependence have on learning? Not much research on
classroom learning has been concerned with the concepts of dependence
r ind ependence, so the following comments must be speculative.

Giver the well documented fact that patterns of dependent or in-
dependent behavior are established during preschool years, we may as-
sume that all teachers face a range of individual differences with regard
to this trait. It is most reasonable to suppose that a child will learn most,
in a given classroom situation, when he can respond in a fashion that is
consistent with his previous experience. For example, Smith (16) found
in remedial reading courses for college students, that those students whose
personality measures indicated that they might function best in a highly
organized classroom with activities clearly structured did, in fart, learn
more under these conditions compared with learning in classrooms not
so highly organized.

The reverse conditions were also created and students whose per-
sonality measures indicated the opposite trends learned more in less
organized and less structured classrooms. It may be that when achieve-
rnent alone is considered, matching the social structure to the personality
needs of the student will maximize learnin

Yet following tins policy alone would probably reinforce existing
patterns of dependence or independence and any teacher must question
the desirability of such procedures. There may be times when independent=
prone students should learn to adjust to situations that require more
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dependent responses -Ind when dependent prone students should learn to
respond with more Muependent behavior.

Besides the problem of matching the situational requirements to the
personality needs of the student, it is obvious that the requirements of
certain educational objectives must also be matched to the learning
activities. It seems unlikely that higher, more creative mental processes
ran take place wile the primary mode of response is dependent. For
example, it seems unlikely that students can plan the steps necessary to
reach a goal, gain the insight required for creative problem solving, or
generalize from one situation or another, under conditior of high de-
pendency. Is it not equally true that for certain objectivL.. that involve
drill, following directions, or close coordination of individual effort, de-
pendence on the teacher, or surrogate authority figure, will result in
greater efficiency?

The balance between dependence and independence should be a
function of the student's personality tendency, the requirements of the
goal and the requirements of coordination in getting work done. It is
hardly possible to imagine a desirable classroom situation in which either
maximum dependence or independence is rnaintaird consistently.

Research Using in eraction Analysis
The effect of teacher influence on dependence is greater in some

situations than it is in others. To investigate these relationships we found
it was necessary to devise an objective method of quantifying the qualita-
tive aspects of the teacher's spontaneous behavior. We call our system
"interaction analysis." Since this research procedure wW be basic to any
discussion of controlling dependence, we will now turn to a description
of the technique.

The system of observation used at the University of Minnesota made
use of a classroom observer who classified verbal statements into one of
ten categories once every three seconds. Because teacher influence was of
central Merest, seven categories were used for teacher statements, two
for any student statements, and one category was used to indicate silence
or confusion. The ten categories were: (a) clarify feeling constructively,
(b) praise or encourage, (c) clarify, develop or make use of ideas sug-
gested by students (d) ask questions, (e) lecture, (f) give directions,
(g) criticize, (h ) student talk in response to the teacher, (i ) student talk
initiated by the student, and (j) silence or confusion. An observer's rec-
ord, using this system, is a series of numbers representing the different
kinds of verbal events over a particular period of homogeneous class-
room activity. The original sequence of verbal events is preserved in the
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observer's notes and a pair of events (sequence pair) is tabulated into a
matriN, giving information about which event precededor followed
another. The system is called interaction analysis and is described in
detail in an observer's manual (Flanders, 1960a).

The major innovation of this system is the matrix. Al! the possible
systematic inferences from the matrix have not yet been utilized. This
device, however, does provide a teacher with more information, syste-
matically arranged, about his spontaneous behavior than heretofore has
peen possible. For example, statements that the teacher makes as an
immediate response to students are isolated and can be compared with
teacher statements that trigger student participation. Even the column
totals which indicate the proportion of time spent in each of the ten
categories constitute a surprise for some teachers.

The first two years at the University of Minnesota were spent refining
the categories of observation and developing a paper-and-pencil attitude
test on which students could indicate their attitudes toward the teacher
and the class activities. A study of elementary and junior high classes in
Minnesota and elementary classrooms in New Zealand (8) indicated that
there were consistent differences in the pattern of teacher statements when
classrooms in which the students had more constructive attitudes were
compared with classrooms in which the attitudes were less constructive.

A contract with the Cooperative Research Prograrri, U.S. Office of
Education, permitted measures of achievement to be investigated in more
carefully controlled field studies. In one project all the materials necessary
for a two week unit in seventh grade social studies and eighth grade
mathematics were supplied to teachers carefully selected in order to
represent the extremes of teacher influence present in a larger popula-
tion. The patterns of teacher verbal behavior, were compared with gain in
achievement as measured by pre and post-tests. Student attitude inven-
tory scores were also available. It was found (10) that the attitudes of
students toward the teacher and class were significantly more constructive
in classrooms in which achievement was higher. The verbal patterns of
teachers in the superior classrooms were significantly different from those
in the below average classrooms. These differences tended to support the
hypotheses about teacher influence that were proposed in a chapter of the
59th Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education (11).

Further experiments were conducted in which teacher influence wascontrolled by training a teacher to role-play panicular patterns of teacher
influence. Filson (7) showed that when the learning goals are unclear,
as in a new task, lecturing and giving directions increase the dependenceof students on the teacher. Amidon (1) showed that the achievement
of dependent prone students in geometry is lower when teacher control
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is maintained by an above average use of lecturing, giving directions, and
criticizing. On the other hand, when the teacher's control was maintained
by an above average use of questions followed by the development of
the students' ideas, achievement was significantly higher. Anderst i (6)
showed that dependent-prone students see teacher behavior differently
than do the less dependent-prone, and they both have different expecta-
tions concerning the teacher's role.

The last project at Minnesota was an in-service training program
in which teachers were trained to use interaction analysis in order to
obtain information about their own spontaneous behavior. Participation
in a ten-week course produced significant changes in the spontaneous
verbal patterns of teachers. The use of interaction analysis as a method
of feedback (12) for teachers showed considerable promise.

Part of the in-service training project included the design and pro-
duction of five sound filmstrips for use in the in-service training of
teachers (13). The set was produced by the Audio-Visual Education
Service, University of Minnesota; the filmstrips vary in length from 15 to
45 minutes, are in color and include a tape recording for sound repro-
duction. Number one deals with the attitudes of teachers toward in-
service training. Number two introduces the basic concepts used in inter-
action analysis. Number three defines and gives examples of the ten
categories. Number four demonstrates how to tabulate and interpret a
matrix. Number five shows an application of interaction analysis to a
teacher-pupil planning session in ninth grade social studies. Companion
instructional materials for the use of filmstrip viewers are not yet com-
pleted.

The filmstrips were used successfully as part of observation training
in a Minnesota school system during 1960-61. They also have been used
for workshops at Temple University and the Teachers' Laboratol) Za-
tional Training Laboratories, Bethel, Maine, during the summer of 1961.

The extended research program at Minnesota has involved arbitrary
value judgments which guided research activities including what was
studied and how it was studied. One value was that the educational re-
search should be practical in an engineering sense and make use of
techniques that can be carried out in classrooms. Another set of values
concerned superior and inferior teaching. It was decided that in a su-
perior classroom: (a) student achievement of the content objectives
should be higher than average, in spite of the limitations of our measuring
instruments; (b) student attitudes should be more constructive, giving
above average scores on an inventory that includes scales of teacher
attractiveness interest in doing schoolwork, fairness of rewards and
punishments, less dependence on teacher direction, and less disabling per-
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sonal anxiety; and (c) the students' perceptions of the educational objec-
tives and alternative classroom activities should be taken into considera-
tion as part of the social situation, especially in plannin g work.

This value system operated to give us hunches about what is im-
portant in the teaching-learning process, what instruments to develop, and
what comparisons might give us most information. These values were
somewhat like an insurance policy designed to protect our research in
Wrests, but like all insurance, there was no guarantee of positive or nega-
tive research results. Some of our hypotheses about teacher influence were
rejected, others supported, even though all were "insured."

Controlling Dependence
Our research shows that the teacher's behavior is a significant factor

in the control of classroom dependence. After observing over 100 teachers
at all grade levels and tabulating over 1,250,000 tallies, our research team
has reached some general conclusions.

First, dependence is higher in most of our public school classrooms
than is necessary to control and coordinate the learning activities. If
dependence were slightly lower, it is our hunch that more creative learn-
ing could take place. The evidence for this statement can be summarized
as follows:

Common practice in today's classrooms with regard to teacher in-
fluence can be expressed by the "rule of two-th"-ds." Two-thirds of the
time spent in a classroom, someone is talking. Two-thirds of the time
someone is talking, it is the teacherfor the teacher talks more than all
the students combined. Two-thirds of the time that the teacher is talking,
he is lecturing, giving directions, or criticizing the behavior of studcnts.
One-third of the time he is asking questions, reacting to student ideas,
or giving praise.

In a classroom in which there is greater freedom for intellectual
curiosity, for expressing ideas, more positive attitudes, and more achieve-
ment of content, the rule of two-thirds becomes, in effect, the "rule of
one - halts

n these same superior classrooms, there is an element of flexibility
in the influence patterns of the teachers not found in below average
classrooms. Teacher behavior is simply less predictable. On one occasion
the teacher may dominate and supervise work very closely, on another
occasion the teacher may provide a very low level of participation and
most of this is indirect.

It is our guess that there is less dependence in these superior class-
rooms. There is more self-direction and independence of teacher dircc-
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Lion. Students can concentrate more energy on the learning task and less
energy on finding out how to please the teacher. Students are oriented
more to the discipline of the problem at hand and less to the authority of
the teacher.

Second, when students have more independence, they have different
attitudes toward their teacher and their peer group_ Our research did not
collect information about peer group standards of behavior and participa-
tion in the superior and below average classrooms. On a subjective basis,
the following theory fits what we saw in the classrooms we observed.

In the below average classrooms the peer group forces seemed more
potent because the students expressed what might be called "aggressive
counter-dependence." There was a shared satisfaction in resisting teacher
influence more often. The standards the group set for itself seemed to be
contrary to those desired by the teacher more often. In this sense, peer
group forces were more easily noticed, they were points of friction.

In the superior classrooms, on the other hand, peer group forces
were less apparent. It is our hunch, however, that they were just as potent
if not more potent compared with below average classrooms. One can
assume that as students become more independent of teacher direction,
their own status becomes more clearly differentiated from other students.

he more capable students had more freedom to exert influence within
their own groups. H. H. Anderson and his colleagues (2,3,4,5) have al-
ready shown that student leaders tend to imitate patterns of teacher
influence in their peer contacts. His research would suggest that the flexi-
ble, more indirect pattern of the superior classroom teacher would more
likely be followed in student-to-student contacts.

It seemed to us that the big difference was that the forces within
the peer group were more consistent with the purposes of the teacher in
the superior classrooms. Teacher influence and group standards were more
compatible and mutually supportive.

Third, one way to describe the teaching process is to say that a
teacher accepts the initial dependence of Audents and then designs a
series of experiences such that the student becomes more responsive to
(or dependent on) the requirements of the learning task and less re-
sponsive to the authority of the teacher. It is in this sense that successful
content achievement or problem solving is, itself, therapeutic. The thrill
of achievement contributes to the intellectual and emotional maturation
of the student-

The delicate timing involved in this process requires a teacher to
decide when to he more direct and restrict the freedom of action of
students and when to be more indirect L:nd exp:Ind the freed: -:m of action
of students. To make these decisicris accurately as often as is possible the
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teach eds as much information as he can collect. Teachers who ask
more questions and clarify and develop students' perceptions will obtain
more information than will teachers whose natural style is more direc-tive. Our hunch is that the former make more decisions correctly partly
because they have more practice. They are also in a better position to
develop principles that guide their behavior. They have a richer teaching
experience.
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Social Class: Educational Attitudes
and Participation

Richard A. Cloward and
James A. Jones

WHAT we do about a persisting social problem, such as poor aca-
demic achievement, depends in large part on our assumptions about the
forces that produce it: Every approach to this problem is based on cer-
tain assumptions, explicit or implicit, about why the problem it is seeking
to solve exists in the first place. We shall set forth heru some ideas which
we hope are helpful in dealing with the problem of poor academic per-
formance among certain categories of children.1

The problem we will examine is that of the generally direct correla-tion between socioeconomic position and academic achievement. Thereare, of course, important qualifications which should be noted when this
correlation is discussed, Although the correlation holds generally whenthe various strata of our society as a whole are compared, it may not
necessarily hold for certain important subgroupings; some ethnic groups
may tend to perform well despite their low socioeconomic position; some
groups may tend to perform poorly despite very high socioeconomic posi-
tion: The point is not that the correlation is unvarying whatever the
specialized status categories which one compares, but rather that it tends

' The data upon which this paper is based were drawn from surveys conductedby the New York School of Social Work, Columbia University, in conjunctionwith Mobilization for Youth, inc.
EDTTOFt's Nci This essay also ippear s Fthiratinn m Derry...F.5'rd A reaj%A. Harry Passow, editor, New York, New York; I UrktkiLl Of Publications, TeachersCollege, Columbia University, 1963. Reprinted with the permission of the Bureauof Publications and the co=authors.
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to hold for very large aggregates of the population despite these internal
variations.

If we ask whether this general correlation can partly be explained
by class differences in emphasis on education, the answer is probably yes.
However, the problem of underachievement in low income groups cannot
he explained simply by differences in emphasis on education, although
the representatives of educational institutions may find it convenient to
explain it in this way. it must also be recognized that other forces com
bine to produce lower levels of achievement in low income groups, sev-
eral of which might be noted.

Influences on Achievement
One force making for lower levels of academic achievement among

poor youth is the fact that they receive less instructional time. A number
of factors combine to diminish instructional time, not the least of which
is teacher turnover. For a variety of reasons, many teachers are reluctant
to teach in the slum school. A study o the career patterns of Chicago
public school teachers documents the fact that teachers normally begin
their careers in lower class neighborhoods, where there are more vacan-
cies, and transfer out as soon :is they can.2 In addition to high turnover,
this also means that teachers in slum schools are generally less experi-
enced. The effect of this situation is especially unfortunate when one
considers the characteristic instability of many slum communities, not to
mention the economic uncertainties of slum youngsters' lives and the
frequent changes in the composition of their family. It is important that
the school, as represented by its teachers, be a constant, stable, omni-
present force in the community.

Because of the greater turnover of teachers in slum schools, the
relative inexperience of these teachers, and the geographic mobility of
low income families, slum youth receive less actual instructional time than
do school children in middle class neighborhoods. Indeed, one study of a
deprived-area school indicated that as much as 80 percent of the school
day was devoted to discipline or organizational detail; even with the best
teachers this figure never fell below 50 percent,)

A second force making for underachievement stems from the strong
tendency in our society to motivate academic achievement by holding out
the promise of future occupational rewards. It should be pointed out,

Sce: Howard 1kt:1:cr. "The Career of the Chicago Public School Teacher.-
Ann -rem! Socitilo,tgral Review, Vol. 17, No. 7, July 1952. p. 470=76,

Martin P. Deutsch. Minority, G Fini 11 and ClaSS StiltijS OS Relined to Social
and Personality Factors in Scholastic Achievement. New York : The S icty for
Applied Anthropology, Monograph Number 2, 1960. p. 23.
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however, that educational attainment does not neees,arily enable the
lower-class person to overcome the disadvantages of his low social origins,

Thus workers' sons with "some college" education ;, -e about as well of[financially] as a group as the sons of nonmanual fathers who have graduated
from high school but not attended college. Similarly; high school graduationfor the sons of workers results in their being only slightly better off than thesons of nonmanual workers who have not completed high school.'

To the extent that one's social origins, despite education, still con-stitute a restraining influence on upward movement, we may assume
that other objective consequences of social position intervene, such as theability of one's family to give one a start in a business or profession by
supplying funds or influential contacts.

The influence of social class as a deterrent to social mobility, despitethe possession of education, becomes all the more important when coupled
with influences stemming from race and nationality. It hardly needs tbe said that race usually acts as a major barrier to occupational mobility
no matter what the educational achievement of the person involved. Thissituation is easing, to be sure, as progress in fair employment practices
for all racial groups is slowly achieved. Nevertheless, it would be grossly
inaccurate to say that a Negro youth in our society has the same chance
as a white youth to become upwardly mobile given an equivalent levelof education. It is not in the least uncommon to find Negro youth with
college training forced to take employment in semiskilled and lower white
collar positions. Among the professions, only teaching and social workhave been readily available to them.

The point is, of course, that the major inducement to educational
achievement in our society is the promise of future occupational rewards.If, however, it is known in advance that these rewards will be largely
withheld from certain socioeconomic and racial groups, then it is unlikelythat high levels of educational achievement can be sustained in such
groups. Thus, academic performance may be devalued because the youngin such groups see no relationship between such attainment and the
realities of their future.

What we have been saying about the relationship between educational
performance and occupational rewards assumes, of course, that discrepan-
cies between the two tend to be perceived by low income and minority
groups in our society. Generally speaking, the evidence available does
suggest that perceptions of opportunity do accord with the reality. In this
connection, Hyman summarizes data which show that there are distinctdifferentials by socioeconomic status in judgments rekarding the accessi-

s, Limo and Reinhard Bendix. Social Mobility in Industrial Sociviy.Berkeley and Los Angeles, C fornia: University of California Press, 1959 p, 99,
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bility of occupational rewards. I hus 63 percent of one sample of persons
in professional and managerial positions felt that the "years ahead held
good chances for advancement" while only 48 percent of a sample of
factory workers gave this response. Furthermore, the factory workers were
more likely to think that "getting along well with the boss" or being a

riend or relative of the boss" were important determinants of mobility;
professional and executive personnel were more likely to stress "quality
of work" and "enemy and willingness." 5 Such findings suggest that low
income persons do indeed perceive the impact of social origins upon their
life changes. If these arc the perceptions of occupational mobility held by
parents in such groups, it is hardly likely that children in such families
would hold contrary views on a wide scale. Under such circumstances,
the perception of the role 'of education as a channel of mobility may
fail to assume the importance which we might otherwise wish.

Third, it should be noted that the distinctive socialization of slum
youth pows a barrier to academic achievement if the school is organized
essentially in terms of middle class values, as is typically the case, In the
development of curricula and the structuring of teacher roles, this culture
conflict (as distinct from the timeworn emphasis on cultural deprivation)
has never been fully recognizeda fact that puts the lower class child at
a distinct disadvantage in competition with the middle class child.

The problem of differential socialization vis-a-vis educational
achievement can best be seen by looking at certain ethnic and nationality
values. By and large, immigrant groups historically have entered our social
structure at the bottom, and thus it is in the lower class that these values
have had the greatest impact, In many of the groups which have come
to this country, distinctive systems of values were already well established
and thus tended to persist here for a number of generations. Although
the more superficial aspects of the American middle class value system
may have been acquired rapidly, the more subtle and deeply embedded
aspects of the Old World values were abandoned less readily. Indeed,
there is good reason to think that many of these values continue to exert
a profound influence upon the behavior of many persons in the second
and third generations.

The point to he made about these persisting value orientations is
that they do not always facilitate success in the school. Our system of
education plzi,:es a strong stress upon doing rather than being, upon a
future orientation rather than an orientation toward the present or the

Herbert Hyman. "The Value Syqins of Different Classes: A Social=
syehological Cont,;htition to the Analysis of Stratification.- In Reinhard Hericlix

and S, 1 is Upset, editors, Chiss Status am! Pcm.er. Glencoe, Illinois: The Free
Press, 1953,
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past, upon the notion that man is superordinate to nature rather than
in harmony with it or subjugated by it, upon the notion that man is
flexible and plastic and capable of change rather than that he is essentially,
and perhaps immutably, evil. A child who has not acquired these par-
ticular value orientations in his home and community is not as likely
to compete successfully with youngsters among whom these values are im-
plicitly taken for granted.° Part of the problem of underachievement
among some lower class persons may therefore be attributed to the exist-
ence of these alternative value orientations to which the young are
differentially socialized.

The failure of the school to take these differing value patterns into
account constitutes a striking form of inequality. In this connection, there
are at least three respects in which equality can be understood. First,
equality means that equivalent educational facilities shall be available
whatever the socioeconomic position of the child. Second, equality means
that individual differences in learning patterns shall be taken into ac-
count. Finally, equality means that the educational system shall not be
organized in such ways as to favor children who are socialized in one
rather than another part of the social structure:

Differentials in socialization, arising from socioeconomic position
and ethnic origins, must, hke individual differences in learning, also be
adjusted to by the school system. If the educational enterprise is simply
an extension of the middle class home, then it follows that only middle
class children will tend to do well in school. If the school fails to practice
equality in these several respects, then it can be understood as con-
tributing to the very problem which it otherwise deplores.

Keeping such factors as these in mind we propose to examine the
limited problem or differences in attitudes toward education by social
class. In addition, we shall ask whether involvement in educational activi-
ties- such as visiting the school or participating in parent-teacher associa-
tionsappreciably influences these attitudes and, if so, in which socio-
economic: strata.

Data and Indices
The data upon which this paper is based were gathered in the f:ourse

of a survey of attitudes of adult residents living in the Lower East Side
" For one amount of these value orientations, see: Florence Kluekholin."Variations in the Basic Values of Family Systems,- In: Norman W. andEzra H. Vogel: A Modern introduction to the Family. Glencoe, litinois; The FreePress, 1960. p. 30416. See also the hook by Frank Riessman which directlyto the relationship between value differences and educational achievement: TheCulturally Deprived Child. New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc,, 1962.
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of Manhattan. For generations the Lower East Side has been labeled a
slum. Traditionally, it has been the first resider area for immigrants
to this country. At present, about half of the 100,000 residents of the
community were born outside of the United States. Ethnic groups in the
area include Italians, Jews, Negroes, East Europeans, Chinese, and a
large segment of Puerto Ricans. The last represent the tee recent wave
of immigrants to the city. Except for those residing in a smattering of
middle income cooperatives, about half of the population lives in tene-
ments, and the other half in low income public housing.

Survey Sample

A sample of residents was drawn by listing every known dwelling
unit in the area, stratifying this list into 250 equal intervals of 133 housing
units, and randomly selecting five households within each interval. Since
the listing of households corresponded to the geographical arrangement
of housing units, the sample is a proportionate random sample, geo-
graphically stratified.7 One thousand two hundred and fifty households
were selected in this way. Within each of these households, an effort
was made to interview one person, 20 years or older. The person to be
interviewed was also randomly selected.

Interviews were actually conducted with 988 of the 1,250 potential
respondents, for a completion rate of 79 percent. About half of the per-
sons with whom interviews were not conducted refused to be interviewed.
Preliminary probes of the data, and comparisons with census materials
indicate that the obtained 98$ interviews can be taken as reasonably
representative of the community under study. Interview losses were great-
est among the older residents of the community, and in households with
no adolescent members. Completion rates were quite high among Puerto
Ricans and residents of low income public housing. Interviews were con-
ducted entirely or partly in 13 languages, 8 thus reducing any bias in the
sample toward those residents who were more culturally assimilated.

Measure of Social Class

Since this paper deals with th© impact of involvement in educational
matters upon attitudes toward education by social class, we turn now to a

That is, a stratified random sat 91e in which the sampling proportion is the
same within '1 5trata. William G oehran Sampling Techniques. New Y ork:
John Wiley Inc., !9S. 67,

11 The languages were: English, Spani%h, Yiddish, German, Polish, Italian,
Russian, Likrankni, French, ungarian, LIpanese, Chinese, and Greek.
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discussion of the indices of social class and of involvement in educationwhich will be used.
The notion of social class usually refers to an individual's generalstanding in a hierarchy of positions. Since we can always locate someindividuals whose general standing in the society is higher or lower thanothers, every society is stratified into social classes. Social class seems tohave two dimensions: a productive dimension and a consumptive dimen-sion. The former involves the degree to which an individual possesseswealth, knowledge and power. It is most commonly represented by anindividual's income, education and occupation. The consumptive dimen-sion of social class involves expressions of a particular style of life, and ismeasured by how a person spends his money, where his children areeducated, and what values he espouses.° The index of social class whichis employed in this study is a measure of a person's general positionwith respect to the productive aspects of class. it is, therefore, a measureof a person's general educational, occupational and economic position.In the course of the survey interview, the respondent was askedhis occupation, how many years of school he had completed, and thetotal family income. Information about the education and occupation ofthe respondent's spouse, if any, was also obtained: The measure of socialclass is based upon the education and occupation of the head of thehousehold, and the total family income, adjusted for the number of personsliving on that income.

The head of the household was classified into one of four occupa-tional groupings: (a) professionals, semiprofessionals, managers, andofficials; (b) clerks and salesmen; (e) craftsmen, foremen, and self-d white and blue collar workers; and (d) operatives, serviceworkers, laborers, and permanently unemployed persons. The head of thehousehold was also classified into one of four educational groups: (a)completed some college, or more; (b) finished high school: (c) com-pleted some high school; and (d) finished grade school or less:Filially, the adjusted family income was classified into one of fourcategories: (a) less than the minimum wage of $1.25 per hour; (b) morethan the minimum wage, but less than the Lower East Side medianincome; (c) more than the Lower East Side median income, but lessthan the national median income; and (d) more than the national medianincome. These classifications were then combined into three groups whichroughly correspond to the Lower Class, the Wor ing Class, and theLower Middle Class and above.
Sc' o n g others: Joseph A, Kahl, The Am r Cfaxs Structure, NewYork; Ifolt. Rinehart & Wifi,10n, Inc.. 1957; and I lai old W. Pfillitz, "1 he CurrentLiterature on Social Strailfil;lition.- The American iwirnal of suciotogy 58: 391-,118; January 1953.
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On the basis of this index of social class, 44 percent of the residents
were classified as Lower Class, 36 percent as Working Class, and the
remainder, 20 percent, as Lower Middle Class or above. The typical
lower class person in our index has had less than an eighth grade educa-
tion, is employed as an unskilled or service worker, and lives in a family
whose income per person is less than the minimum wage. The typical
lower middle class person, on the other hand, is a professional or semi-
professional, has had some college education, and lives in a family
whose income per person is above the national median. The working class
member falls between these two extremes. He is usually a skilled worker,
clerk or salesman with at least some high school education, and lives in a
family whose income per person is about average for residents of the
Lower East Side.

MeoNuring Involvement in Educational Activities

One of the most striking things about our educational system is that
there are virtually no formal channels through which persons without
children in the public schools can make known their feelings about edu-
cational matters. Those without children in school are restricted to par-
ticipation in the educational system through budget hearings or ad hoc
"citizens for better schools" committees. Thus, involvement in educa-
tional matters is virtually restricted to persons with children in the public
schools.

For persons with children hi school there are two ways to become
involved in education. The first, and the most preferred way, is through
active participation in the local Parent-Teacher Association. The second
is through informal visits to the school and discussions with educational
personnel.

P rsons who are involved in the first way are likely to focus upon
problems of the educational system, such as obtaining funds to conduct
special programs, motivating more participation by parents, and attempt-
ing to grasp the reasons for certain school procedures and problems.
Parents who confine their participation to visiting the school are much
more likely to focus upon the educational problems or success of their
particular children. Many persons believe that involvement in education
through the Parent-Teacher Association is preferable to involvement
through visiting the schools. By participating in the meetings and activities
of the organization, they believe that the parent gains a better perspective
of the problems of the school, and that he finds himself in a better
position to make his desires known and to get them acted upon.



Our measure of involvement attempts to take these matters into
account by (a) being restricted to persons with children in the public
schools; and (b) by weighting more heavily active participation in the
Parent-Teacher Association. Persons who are past or present officers of
the PTA, therefore, are considered most involved in educational matters.
Slightly less involved are those who, although not officers of the As-
sedation, attend mot of its meetings. Persons who are nominal mem-
bers of the PTA are considered more involved than those who just visit
the schools, while parents who do not even visit the schools are deemed
to be least involved. Excluded from the index are respondents in house-
holds where no one is attending school (61 percent of the sample),
and respondents in households where all of the children attend private
or parochial schools (2 percent of the sample). The distribution of re-
spondents according to the five categories of the involvement index is as
follows:

Percent
Past or present officers of the PTA 4
Attends most or all of the meetings of the PTA 7
Belongs to PTA, but attends few meetings 15
Does not belong to PTA, but visits the school 45
No contact with the schools 29
Number of cases (with children in public schools) (360)

As shown by the preceding figures, nearly half of the residents of
the community who become involved in educational matters do so at
the lowest levelvisiting the schools, presumably to discuss their own
children's educational progress. Over one-fourth of the persons in the
community to whom avenues of participation in educational matters are
open fail to avail themselves of these opportunities.

Because of the small number of persons who are highly involved
in education, only three divisions of the index will be used. We shall
distinguish between those who have no contact with the schools, those
who visit the school but do not belong to the Parent-Teacher Association,
and those who are members of the PTA.

Attitudes Toward Education and Schools
in this section we will attempt to show whether there are significant

differences by social class in attitudes toward education and toward
schools as institutions. Although our findings generally confirm the re-
sults of earlier :,tildes, they also show that the relationship between
social class and attitudes toward education is more complicated than previ-
ously was assumed.
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The Importance of Education

There is much evidence which suggests that although education is
widely valued in our society, it is not equally valued arnoml the several
social classes which make up the society. For example. Hyman sum-
marized a national survey in which a sample of youths was asked:
"About how much schooling do you think most young men need these
days to get along well in the world?" The results are shown in Table 1.

Table l, Class difTerent:als in emphasis on the need
for ollege education

(201 nudes aged 14 to 20)4'
Socioeconomic position Percent recommending Number ot

of family a college education respondents

Wealthy and prosperous 74 39
Middle class 63 100
Lower class 42 62

t, H. Hyman_ "The Value Systems of Different Classes: A Social-Psychoiogical
Conuinotion to the Analysis of Stratification.- Reinhard Liendix tilt! S. NI. Lipset, cJILUi
Clatc, ,cratus and Power. Glencoe, Illinois: Frce Prcss, 1953. p_ 412.

These data, like others that Hyman presents, show that a sizeable
proportion of persons at each point in the so&,1 structure consider a
college education desirable. Even in the lowest level L' society, the pro-
portion whc emphasize the need for education is not small. But it is also
true that there are strong differences from one stratum to another. In
geneml, the prop,rtion recon-imending higher education increases with
each upward step in the socioeconomic hierarehy.m

When, in our community survey, we asked the same question r
ported by Hyman, the results obtained showed the same genera! relati(
ship between social class and attitudes toward education. The top half
of Table 2 shows the results for all respondents in each class grouping,
while the bottom half shows the results respondents in households
where children are attendiftg school. In both instancos the proportion
of respondents saying that a young man needs more man a high school
education (i.e., at least some college, or high school graduation plus
technical training) increases as position in the class hierarchy increases.
Thus, although three-fourths of the middle class respondents stated that
it was desirable for a young man to have more than a high school educa-
tion, only 59 percent of the working class respondents, and 41 percent
of the lower class respondents stated that a young man needs this much

'At least one study in a foreign country (Sweden) indicates that this dif-
ferential evaluation of education is not restricted to the American class structure.
See: Hadlc. Cantril. Fibiic Opiniun, 1933-I946 i tuii, Nevi Sc.rwy. Fiiuccion
University Press, 1951. p. 180-81.
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e ucation. If just those respondents from households where children are
attending school are compared (bottom half of the table), the same
relationship is observed, L ,eept that the proportion of respondents saying
that more than a high school education is needed is larger for each
class gro!ipitig That those ic,spondents with children in the house-
hold attending school place a higher valuation on education ihan those
in households with no children.

Table 2. Percent of respondents in each class who think that a young_
man nced,, more than a high school education in order

"to get alone, J1 in the world."
All respondents

Lower Working Middle

Percent saying more than
high school education 41 59 76
Number of eases (434) s (354) (200)

Re,rnden s with children in school only
I over Working Middle

Percent saying more than
high school 43 68 81
Number of cases (187) j42) (55)

*The specific question asked was, 'About how much schooling do you think most
young men aced these days to get Fiiong well in the world?"

Table 3 shows the proportion of respondents in each class grouping
who mentioned education when asked what "getting ahead" means to
them. Again there is a direct relationship between position in the class
hierarchy and the importance placed on education.. The relationship, how-
ever, is not especially strong. For all respondents, about one-fourth of
the middle class and less than one-fifth of the lower and working class
respondents said that obtaining or providing a good education came to
mind when talking about getting ahead. If the top and bottom parts
of Table 3 are compared, the same relationship holds, except that work-
ing class respondents are much more like middle class respondents than
lower eiass respondents.

Results such as these have often been taken to mean that low in-
come people fail to understand the basic relationship between educa-
tional achievement and occupational mobility. While this may in part
be true, such an interpretation may also be oversimplified. In this con-
nection, we asked people whether or not they thought that "a good educa-
tion is essential to getting ahead." At least 95 percent of all respondents
in all social classes replied in the affirmative. It is true, of course, that
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questions of such a ger,A-al and abstract order often elicit rather stereo-
typed responses, and t. is may account for the uniformity of responses
to this question by social class; On the other hand, there is also the
possibility that other forces operate to produce class differences in the
impoi lance of education.

One possibility, of course, is that educational attitudes are influenced
by the occupational levels which people define as meeting the criterion of

--Ring ahead." The answer to the question of how much education
a person needs to get ahead in the world may be influenced consider-
ably by the respondent's definition of an appropriate occupational level.
Thus low income people may perceive the relationship between educa-
tion and mobility, but nevertheless give lowe estimates of the amount
of education required to get ahead simply beeatLe they arc or'.:nted
toward correspondingly lower positions in the social structure than their

and upper income counterparts.
A partial test of this possibility is available with data from the

survey. Residents of the Lower East Side were asked: "Suppose sorts
outstanding young man asked your advice on what would be one of
the best occupations to aim toward. WI-it one occupation do you think
you would advise him toward?" Most of the respondents said that they
would advise him to take up one of the professions or scmiprofessions.
Many of the resr,ndents, however, did not indicate this opinion; They
either said that they could not advise the young man, or would advise him
toard a nonprofessional career. If differences in the occupational level
toward which persons are oriented account for class differences in the
amount of e!Aication deemed necessary, then there will he no differences
between the classes when occupational level is ntrolled. lie data are
presented in Tables 4 and 5.

Table 3. Percent of respondents iu each class who say that "getting
ahead" means obtaining or providing a good education.*

Total number of respondents

Lower Working Middle

Percent saying good education
Nur-ft ,f cases

17
(434)

19
(354)

24
(20o)

Percent saying good education
Number of cases

Respondents with children in school only

Lower Working Middle

19
(187)

26
rs142)

25
(55)

The spef7ific mlegtion ricked --- w- !J or :n
the world, what sorts of things come to mind? (What does getting ahead mean to
you?) Anything else?"
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Table 4. Percent of rc.,nondents in each class who !iirils that a voting
;Min ncekk, more than a high schoth education in order "6-) get along

well in the IA orkl- hv level of occupational tispiration.

(.-wkcr M iddJ

Prof, and Prof. and Prof. an('
serniprot. Other serniprol. Other serniprof. Other

PCI-c! nt more than
a high .whool education 50 29 62 54 75 77
Number of cases (248) (11-16) (243) (111) (131 ) (69)

* J Ii Pt 1 IlL que,,tion ;I:died to determine level of occupatioual ispiratiou wasi
"Suppose sonic ouRianding voung man 1:1skei.1 Your advice on what windd he one of tile

oecurauonN to aim toward: Whist one occupation do you think 1/2 4 ILI WOUILI nI ViSe h mi
tot ird?"

TAbie 5 Percent of respondents in h class who say that 'effinuz
ahead.' means obtaining or pro kl:ig a good Wm:anon

by level of oecputitionai Lispiration.
Lower working Middle

Percent saying good
cdtk-ation
Number of caws

Prof. and Prof. and Prof. and
semiprof. Other semiprof, C, uer semiprof. Other

11 24 9 25
(248) (186) (243) (111) (131) (69)

Members of the three classes are then subdivided into those who
would and thus who Would not au ise the young man to take up it

professional or semiprofessional career. When the responses about how
much education a young man should have arc then examined (Table 4),
the differences between the classes observed prL usly still remain. It
can he seen, however, that respondents' definition; of an appropriate
career for a talented young man have a much grtter impact 7tIlong
lower class persons than among working or middle class persons. ,-oriong
lower class respondents who would advise a voting man to take up a
professional or semiprofessional career, half state that a young man
needs more than a hig,h school education to get along well in the world,
whercas among those who would not advise a young man toward such a
career, only about 30 percent feel that more than a high school educa-
tion is needed. As we move up the class ladder, this difference gradually
decreases, and, in fact, among middle class respondents, 'the definition
of an appropriate career for a young man makes no differL nce at all.
It would seem, therefore, that lower class persons place less emphasis
upon education for education's sake, since their estimates as to he
of edtk-,Ition a young man needs are most affected by usic level of
occupational aspirntion.
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When occupational aspiration is controlled and the responses of the
several social classes to questions regarding the meaning of "getting
ahead" are compared, the results, as shown in Table 5, are generally
similar, The impact of the definition of an appropriate career for a talented
young man is ereater in the lower and working classes than in the
middle iass. Members of the iinddle class who do not feel that the
professions or semiprofessions are an appropriate career for a talented
young man are just as likely to mention education as a means of getting
ahead as arc 'ose who do feel this way. One may conclude from this
that middle class persons are more likely than lower or working class
persons to think of education as good in and of itself, regardless of the
occupation they have in mind when advising a young person about careers.

Yet, the matter is not this simple, for adding to the complication
of the picture of the relationship between class attitudes towards educa-
tion are perceptions of the place of education in a person's conception
of "the good life." One question we asked was, "Wh:tt kinds of things
come to mind when you think of a good life for (the children in this house-
hold)?" The results are shown in Tables 6 and 7. Both of these tables
the first for boys and the second for girlsshow the percentage of re
,:ponden t, in each class grouping who mentioned education as an aspect
of a "good life" for the children in the household. Both tables fail to
show that the importance placed on education increases as position in the
class hierarchy increases. If anything, each shows that the working class
respondents are ,difhtly more likely to mention education than their
middle or lower class counterparts. This is especially true for respunJents
in households where children are attending school.

The results of Tables 6 and 7, which indicate that education is slight-
ly more salicnt for 1.vorkirw class parents, are difficult to interpret. One

Table o, Percentage of respondents in each class who say that education
comes to mind when ")ey think of a good 'f'e for the boyN in the hoo.schold.*

All respondents
Lower Working Middle

Percent mentioning education 56 62 :$7
Number rz,f cases (205) (155) (60)

Respondents with children in school only

Lower Working Middle

Percent mentioning education 59 67 59
Number of cases 57) (123) (41)

4 111C wceilic question :1.,,Ked was, -Most people would like to see ehildrem nave
a good life, Could OLL teii Mc what corn to mind when YOU think o a good life for
(name buys in house), Anything else-
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Percent of respondents in each class say that education
cc,Fnes to mind when they think of a good life for the girls in the household:*

All respondents
WorkingLower Middle

Percent mentioning education
Number of cases

56
(196)

61

(134) (53)

Respondents with children in school only

Lower Working Mddk
Percent mentioning education 56 65 59
Number of cases (148) 05) (37)

The specific question a '7zed was, "(Most peopl, .ould like to sec children iLiNc
a good lifeJ Could you tell what -qrnes to mind when you think of a good life for
(name girls in house)? Anything else"

possibility is that edu,-,ition is more problematic for working class parents
than for either lower or middle class parents. It has already been shown
that members of all classes pccivc the connection between education
and social mobility Tables 6 t may reflect reality considerations;
Middle class parents with a more secure economic position probably are
less concc d about providing adequate education for their children,. take
such education for granted, and hence are less likely to report this as 3
factor when thinking of a good life for their children. Lower class parent-4;
on the other hand, probably perceive education as a bit beyond their
financial capacity, and react by deemphasizing education when thinking
of a good life for their children. For working class parents, however, an
adequate education is neither assured nor beyond the realm of possibility.
This would make education more problematic for working class parents,
and would heighten its saliency. Bolstering this would be the tendency of
middle class parents to perceive education as an end in and of itself,
and the tendency of lower class persons to perceive education as a means
toward an end. Both may operate to reduce the saliency f ducation as
an element of parents conception of a good life for their children. In
comparisons of class conceptions of a good life for children, therefore,
education would be more salient for working class parents.

The School as an Ins-filo lion

Residents' evaluations of the local public schools -_-,ndotiotedly have
a profound effect on the ability of the school to mobilize public support
for its programs. School authorities often complain of public apathy toward
school p _)blems and of the difficuity of generating support for new ven-
tures in education. At the same time, some persons have charged that
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1. arc in, but not of the communitythat, especially in low in-
come areas school authoi :Lies are uninterested in, if not antagonistic to-
ward, the local residents and their offspring. The school, some have said,
fails to adapt its educational techniques and routines to the values and
learning habits of the population it serves. This, in turn, appal ently
creates a barrier between the school and community, resuliinb in mu-
tual misunderstanding and hostility. For these reasons, and because the
school is deemed a middle class institution," our expectation a hat low-
er class residents would evaluate the schools more negatively th.,1 middle
class residents. Yet, as Tables 8 to 12 show, the reverse turned out to be
true in the community which we studied.

The data presented in Table 8 were constructed from respondents'
selections of community problems from a list of five.'2 In general, schools
were not considered much ut a problem, ranking fourth in he list of
five. It can be seen from Table 8 that designation of the public schools
as the first or second biggest problem in the area increases with position
in the clip .lierarchy. Although about one-foul ,lie middle class re-
spci..dents selected this as the number one or number two problem of
the communii, only about one-half that proportion of the working and
lower class espondents did so. The same relationship exit when only

Table 8. Percent of respondents in each class who consider the public schools
to be the first or second biggest problem in the community.*

All respondents

Lower Worki: g

Percent mentioning school
first or second 13
Number of eases (434) (354)

Middle

15 25
(200)

Respondents with children in school only

Lower Working Middle

Percent mentioning school
_first or second
Number of cases

19
(187)

22 31
(142) (55)

* The specific question asked was "Here is a list of problems that some commu-
nities have_ What in your opinion is the biggest problem around here? What is the
next biggest problem around here?"

Albert K. Cohen_ "School and Settlement House." Tn: Herman D. Stein
and Richard A. Cloward. Social Perspectives on Behavior. Glencoe, Illinois: The
Free Press, 1958. p. ,;41-44. Also: Martin Mayer, The Schools. New York: Harper
& Row, Publishers, Inc., 1961. p. 114-35.

The five problems .'ere: the transportatio- the public schoolq, the city
police protection, the way teenagers behave and the way certain racial groups
behave.
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respondents in house,, ,,Ids with school children are compared. It !-lh, jL
be noted, however, that the proportion of such residents in each social
class desianatim, the schools as one of the major problems ot the com-
munity is higher L.lan for residents without children in the public schools.

Table 9 presents data on residents' evaluation of the job being done
by the put-die sehools As in thL- previous table, ruid(0,' class residents are
more neative. For all respondents, about one-fifth of the middle class re-
spondents, compared to nearly two-fifths of the lower and working class

Tihlr Percent of respondents in each class who think that the public
sc hoofs are doing an "excellent" or a "good" joh,

All re_spondents
Lower Working

Percent s.iying "excellent"
or "good" 17 37 21

\Turnher of cases (434) (354) t 20ti )
_

Respondents with children in school only_ .

Lower Working

Pei cent saving "excellent" 50 31
or "good"

Number of cases (157) (14_ (55)
TIi specific que,tien ,v,ked was, in gui. rat. do you feel the public Apo's aroundhiffe are doing an excellent, ,:kmd, fair, poor, or very poor job?"
Table 10. Criteria for the evaluation of the public ,chools by class,*

All respondents
L e r Wo

,
rK gm leMiddle

Percent stressing:
Conditions 27 32 40
Teachers 27 21 19
Discipline 16 21 20
Lc ng 21 1) 16
OthL 9 5

Nu ill bec uf responses (409) (354) (197)

Respondent,' with children in school only
Lower Working .11iddle

Percent stressing:
Conditions 41
Teachers 28 21 13
Discipline 14 23
Lenrning 22 21 17

10 4 6
Number of responses (256) (183 ) ((4 )

'The specific question asked ollowing the -spondent's rating of the jib beingdone by the public schools was, "Wilty do you say that?"
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resptyldonts, feel that the schools are doing an "excellen or a "good"
job. When respondents in households with children actually in school are
compar !, the negative relation between class position and positive
evaluation )1' the schools increases. Ahout half of the lower and working
class respondents give a positive evaluation, vhile only three out of
eveiy ten middle Cia,SS respondents do o.

In Table 10 we may discern a possible reason for class differences
in evaluation Ht the sc ols. When evaluating the schools, middle clash
respondents are more likely to think of conditions in the !-chools, such is
overcrowding and rundown buildings. Lower class residents, on the
other hand, are more likely to think of the teachers when evaluating the
public schools. Members of the working class stand between these two
oroup,, 5tressin2 conditions in IL school more than they Jo the IL L ILl s,

but not to the same degree as do members of the middle class. These
generH tendencies also exist when comparisons are made just for respond-
ents in households with children in school.

Tables 11 and 12 arc drawn from a battery of agree-disagree items.
The results of Table 11 conform to those of previous tables, Middle class
respondents evaluate teachers more negatively than do lower and working
class respondents. Whereas almost three out of ten middle class respondents
disagree that teachers are really interested in their pupils, less than two out
of ten lower class :-espondents feel this way. When respondents from
households with children actually in school are compared, this relation-
ship becomes even stronger. In addition, it should be noted that nega-
tive appraisal of teachers' interest is slightly higher for all class groups.

Table 12 is the only table that fails to conform to the general pat-
tern, The item involved in this table is also the only one which contains
an explicit refen ace to economic position: Lower class respondents are
wore likely than those from the middle class or the working class to

Table 11. Percent of respondents in each class disagreeing that "The
te.ichers here are really interested in the kids.-

All respondents
Lower Working Middle

Percent disagreeing 19
N timber of cAses (414)

28
(200)

Respondents with children in school only
1,00NCI Working 11.- 'Eddie

Number of eases (187) (142) (55 )
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feel that the schools do not pay enough attention to children front poor
families: Nearly one out of every three lower class respondents gives this
respor.se, compared to less than one in five of the middle and lower class
responoInts: The relationship holds .ien respondents in households with
children in schor examined separately. Thus, when the school's atti-
'dc toward pupils from the lowest ceorinic stratum is explicitly asked

about, respondents in that class are more negative than those in the eco-
nomic classes above therm

Table 12, Pcrccent of respondent, in each class agreeing that "the schools
don't pay much attention to kids who come from poor, families,'

All respondents

Percent agreeing
Number of cases

Lower Working Mudlc

Percent agreeing

31 19 I8
(434) (354) (20(1)

_ .

Respondents with children in school only
er Working Middle

34 16 18
Number of cases (187) (142) (55)

In general; then, middle class respondents have the more negative
opinion of the public schools. They are more likely to consider the public
schools as one of the major problems of the community, arc less likely
to feel that the schools are doing a good joh: and arc more likely to dis-
agree with the assertion that the teachers r really interested in their
students. Only when the reaction of the schools toward pupils from the
lowest economic stratum is mentioned do middle class respondents exhibit
a less negative attitude than do persons at the bottom if the -class hi 1er.13

It is not yet clear what thee findings mean. .Several interpretations
are possible. It may be that lower class respondem, faced with the cer-
tainty of sending their children to public school, develop a more posi-
tive attitude toward the schools as a means of fe, g better about what has
to be done: Middle class persons, with 'he alternative of sending their
children to private schools, can afford to be more negative about the
state of the schools. A second interpretation is that the middle class per-
son imagines the school unable to cope with a discipline problem pre-
sented by lower class pupils and concludes that public education cannot
be very good. Finally, it is possible that members of the middle class

13 It is worthwhile pointing out that a negative it.titude toward the sk:hools isnot automatically a cause for desprtir, It is not at all uncommon for positiveconsequenct-: to flow from negative attitudes. It seems certNin, in fact, that ifimpro,,unieh,., in school plant and curricula are to be effected, there must hediscontent and negativism to provide the motivation for such change.
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have higher expeet,itions of what the schools arc supposed t;) accomplish,
thus making their evaluation of the performance of the schools f 're nega-
tive than that of members of the working and lower classes.

Spurious Relationships

The persons who occupy the various strata of the class hierarchy dif-
fer in many ways other than those used to define class position. Puerto
Ricans, Negroes, the foreign-born, and short-term residents in the corn=
nmnity are more likely to be in the lowest stratum. Correlati,'Iy, Jews
and other whites, those No lo viere born in the United States, and long-
term residents of the community are more likely to be in the upper
strata. It may be that these characteristics, rather than class posit- ,n,
produced the results just presented. In ztddition, the results may be solely
a product of the amount of schooling a respondent has had, rather than
his general class standing. The findings relating to class reported here
were, therefore, examined for various racial, religiot7, and immigrant
groupings. The findings were also examined for pc: Axis with varying
amounts of education, and years of residence in the community_ .

Although the class trends were more pronounced in some groups
than in others, the findings, with.one exception, appear to be a conse-
quence of class position. The single exception is the relationship between
class position and appraisal of teachers' interest in their pupils (Table I 1).
This was found to be a consequence of amount of education alone. The
more years of school a respondent had completed, the more likely he
was to disagree with the assertion that teachers were really interested in
their pupils. Thus, in the exploration of the impact of involvement in edu-
cational matters upon class attitudes toward education, which follows, this
item will not be examined.

impact of Educational Involvement
We consider now the question of whether involvement in educational

activities influences attitudes toward education generally and toward the
school particularly. As noted earlier, our measure of involvement yields
three general categories of 7rople, those with children in the school who:
(a) have no other contact with the school, or (b) visit the school, or
(c) participate in local Parent-Teacher Association activiiicq.

In the follow c!, pages, we will discuss the changes in attitudes to-
ward education and evaluation of the public schools which are brotinht
shout as :1 result of participation in PTA activiticr; or of coy` c
schopl personnel. Rather than .Atitufic changes being the result of par-
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ticipation, it is quite possible that attitudes determine participation. What
is even more probable is that attitudes and participation are mutually
intertwined, that each is both a cause and effect of the other. We have
chosen, for the pro;ent, to ignore the possibility of mutual effects, and
the possibility that the rt.lationships run directly opposite to the way we
will discuss them, :,,ctualiv our preliminary examination of the data in-
dicates that attitudes toward education and the schools arc greatly af-
fected by the presence of children in the household, and whether or not
those children arc in school. A comparison of the top and bottom halves
Of Tables 2, 3. and 6 ,0 12 indicates that the attitudes of respondents
with children in school are quite difTerent from those without childri,u in
school. As will he shown subsequently, the direction of these differences
is the sanw as the direction of differences .1e,wecn respondents who par: in-
pate in the educational system and .nos, who do not. This, however, is
minimal evidence for takinil the 1.,,sition that we have taken. It is ex-
pected that subsequent amilyses of our data will F,1-mit a precise detail-
ing of cause and effect relationships, thus highliLliting the mutual cifeets,
if any, between attitudes toward education and participation in educa-
tional matters.

1portance of Education

Generally speaking, our data show that the value of education is
heiv.htened for rnrciits who visit the school or who participate in Parent-
Teacher Associations. Furthermore, the impact of involvement in the
school upon definitions of the importance of education tends to be greater
in the lower and working classes than in the middle class. These findings
may be demonstrated by examining Tables 8 to 18.

One question we asked was, "How much education do you think
tha a young ..ian needs to get along well in the world?" As noted
earlier, the responses to this question show a direct relationship 1, class:
the higher the social class, the more likely that the respondent would
indicate that tore than a high school education was necessary,

1,,e critical point to he made about Table 13, however, is that par
ticipation in educational activities through visits or membership in th
Parent-Teacher Association affects estimates of the importance LY r.
tion in the varicius social classes differently. The greatest impact
to he upon the worki-g class group: 63 percent of working clv ,

who have no contact with the school feel that more than a Mgr,
education is essential: 69 percent of those who report having visited t;le

n the past year give this response; and 7h percent who report
participating in parent associations are so minded. With respect to this
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onc measure, however, the lower class shows the least change in definitions
of the importance of education as at result of v,Lrticipation: Yet, as we
will see, on all other measures of the importance of education which we
used, the impact of education turns out to be greatest for the lov.-er class.

Table 13. Percent of respondents in each class who think that a young
man needs more than a high school education in order "to get
along welL in the world" by extent of involvement in education.

Lower class Working class Middle elm

Nr Vt) FP V(7) 11 NC Vi) FP

pet c(!nt saving more 43 43 46 63 69 78 76 78 87
Than hiph school

Number of cases (3) (86) (28) (131 (51) (45) (8) (:) (22)

*These uhnreviarions stand for "No utaet:' "Visits only" and "Formal participa-
tion.' They are used throughout the rear tables,

Elsewhere in our interview we asked respondents to define what
"gettirn2 ahead" means to them. Althoudi persons in the lower class were
least likely to mention gotting an education (Table 14), they were the
most likely to he influence,: in this respect by participation: 16 percent of
lower class persons v. to had no contact with the school mentioned getting
an education, but percent of those coni.-eted with PTAs gave this
answer. The impact of participation upon w, rking class persons is al-
most as great at it is in the lower class, ln the middle class, however,
p;,-;eipatinti appears to have no appreciable infIlience.

Table 14: Percent of ic,onuents in each class who say that "getting ahead" means
obtaining or providing a good education by extent of involvement in education.

Lower clas s Working class Middle -class

NC Vi) FP NC Vi) ,P NC Vi) FP
Percent saying 16 1-) 25 21 26 2 9 25 27 23

education
Ntimbcr of cases (63) (86) (28) (33) (53) (45) ( 8 ) (22)

The extent to Nwhich people name education as. an clement in 'what
comes to mind when you think of a good life for your chiltlren?" also
provides us with a way of measuring the impact of educational involve-
ment upon attitudes toward education (Table 15). The attitudes of people
in the lower class are especially influenced by educational participation:
among those who are involved' in formal educational activities, three out
of four suggest that the good life for both boys and girls is equated
with getting an education; however, only half of those who have no con-
Lact with the school give this response. The middle class also shows an
increasing tendency to equate education with the good life as the degree
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of participation increases l'althonEh there is an exception H one cell, it
should be noted tlmt the number of cases is very small), In the wuiking
class group, however, there is a slight and inexplicable tendency for
participation to lessen the emphasis on education.

T.i ;,; 15. Pcicent of respondents in each class who say that education conies
to mind when they think of a good life for boys and for girls in

the household by extent of involvement in education.
Lower cldss Working class

VO FP

Middle ela!N

NC VO FPNC VO FE' NC

Boys
Percent education 54 61 76 69 64 65 50 53 65
Number of cases (54) (74) (21) (29) (47) (37) (4) (17) (17)

(i iris
Percent c.tucation 47 36 78 70 64 61 83 40 7)
Number of cases (47) (70) (23) (23) (39) (36) (6) (15) (14)

Appraisals of the Scholl

aluatiorls and appraisals of the school as an institution were .iso
influenc _d by involvement in school activities. Generally, the greater the
exposur ._. to the school and it personnel, the less favorable the views
tended to become.

Table 16 shows, f example, that with greater exposure to the
school there is a defin'' tendency for more respondents to define the
public schools as the first or second biggest problem in the corenunay.
it should also be noted that the influence of exposure upon appraisals is
greatest in the middle class, where the percentage of difference between
low and high participators is 28 percent; the difference in the worhing
class is 12 percent, and in the lower class only 10 percent. At the same
moment, however, the proportion of people who appraise the school as a
major problem in the community never exceeds 41 percent (middle class
high participators). Even with greater exposure to the schools, most peo

Table 116 Percent of respondents in each class who consider the public schools
to be the first or second biggest problem in the community by

extent of involvement in education.
Lower Class Working class Middle class

NC v0 FP NC VO FP NC VO FP
Pcrcor.t saylr:g 1') 18 29 15 23 27 13 32 41Number of cases (63) (86) (28) (''') (53) (45) (s) (22) (22)
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lie continue to feel that othet problems in the cCirimun:ty are of grcatc
importance.

With respect to whether people think that ktx schools arc doing a
good or poor job, exposure has little impact or negative impact (Table I 7).
In the working class there is a tendency fur more negative app7Jisals
result from exposure; in the lower and middle classes, appraisals ,-emain
relatively constant whatever the degre of participation.
Table 17. Percent of respondents in each class who think that the public schools are

doing an "excellent" or "good" job by extent of involvement in education.
Lower class Working class Middle class

NC VO FP NC VU FP NC VO FP
Percent saying

"excellent" Or 54 48 54 57 41 42 38 23 41
"good"

Number of cases (63) (86) (28) (33) (53) ,..45) (8' (22) (22)

These results would tend to suggest that school administrators must
be prepared to deal with more negative attitudes toward the school if
greater efforts are made to involve people in school activities. Such in-
volvement, as we noted earlier, is functional for attitudes toward the im-
portarice of education generally; but as attitudes toward education im-
prove, the school as an institution is more likely to come under attack.
Skillfully managed, however, these negative attitudes can become a source
of pressure for better educational facilities and programs.

In Table 18, we find some reason to qualify our earlier remarks about
the positive impact of participation in educational activities towad the
school. If we look at changes in the aspects of the school as an institution
to which people refer when making appraisals, it turns out that the lower
and working classes shift in the direction of exhibiting greater concern
about facilities. The tendency to evaluate the school from the standpoint
of the adequacy of its facilitiesas distinct from such other characteristics

Table 18. Criteria for evaluation of public schools by
class and extent of involvement in education.

Lower class Working class Middle class

NC VO FP NC VO FP NC VU FP
Percent stressing

Conditions 18 31 27 19 32 42 42 44 tl, 0
Teachers 25 31 24 22__ 19 27 8 19 10
Discipline 14 12 16 27 22 13 25 22 20
Learning 24 22 24 27 26 12 17 11 15
Other 19 4 8 5 1 7 8 4 5

Number of responses (93) (117) (37) (37) (74) (60) (12) (27) (20)
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as the quality of its teachersis, we noted earlier, more typical of mid-
dle class people than of those in either the lower or working classys.
Participation in educational activities, however, appears to produce signifi-
cant charges.

As a result of tormal participation, the working class respond.:nt re-
fers to conditions as much as does his middle class counterpart, while the
lower class participant shows a smaller but nevertheless dramatic shift
in the same direction. This change could be produced by a number of
factors. Slicer exposure to schools :hrctigh visits and the like may make
the respondent more aware than previously of the state of school facilities.
Another possibility is that Parent-Teacher Associations sometimes may he
strongly interested in the physical plant because their leadcrs arc middle
class persons who -.xpress this concern more than do others in the class
structure. Through a:,sociation with middle class PTA members, the lower
anal working class person may thus be made more aware of the physical
plant, and may identify with middle class definitions of it.

This particular effect of participation would not otherwise cause con-
cern except that in the working class this effect is accompanied by a
sharp decline in emphasis upon matters such as discipline and learning.
The effect, in short, may he one of heightening concern about education
in the sense of focusing attention upon physical plant at the expense of in-
terest in matters of program and curriculum. In the lower and NA-orking,
classes, this result would not appear to be a desirable consequence, which
suggests that the content of educational involvement is as important as
the fact of involvement itself,"

" It will be recalled that in Table 12. lower class people were most tc, feelthat the schools: -do not pay much attention to kids from poor families, The impactthat involvement in education has upon this attitude is difficult to interpret it isclear from the following table that involvement in education tends to produce a
more, negative attitude among middle class persons, It less nceativc one amonglower class persons, and apparently has no .impact arnong working class personsAs yet, we do not know what to make of this result. A tentative interpretation isthat middle and lower class persons arc tending toward a more realistic assessment.Upon becoming involved, middle class persons _discover that the children of poorerfamilies are not as well treated as had been initially supposed, while lower class
per-ions whk.i liecomc involved discover that children of poorer families arc treatedbetter than had been supposed, Essentially, Lok,-2ver1 the results of this table remainpuzzling to us, and call for further analysis.

Percent of respondents in each class agreeing that -the schools don't paymuch attention to kids v.ho come from poor families" by extent of involvementin education

Percent agreeing
Number of cases 63) (86) (28)

Lower class Working class Middle class
NC VO FP NC VO FP NC VO FP
41 31 32
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In coaelusion, two general, thouch tentative. findings emerge from this
research. The first is that evaluations c-r the importance of education in
the lower and working classes appear to he influenced by occupational
aspirations. The point is not, as has been so often suggested, that low
income people fail to perceive the importance of education as a channel
of mobility, but rather that their level of occupational aspiration influences
their evaluations of education much more than is characteristic of the
middle class person. From a programmatic standpoint, this suggests that
public information programs designed to acquaint low income people with
the rapid changes taking place in our occupational structure, especially
the restricted munher of unskilled and semiskilled positions, may have
the effect of heightening occupational aspirations and thus the importance
of education.

Second, our data suggest that participation in educational activities
does influenr e. evaluations of the importance of education, and attitudes
toward the school as an institution. The tendency of participation to
heighten the emphasis on education is especially pronounced in the lover
class. This suggest- that efforts to involve lower class people in educa-
tional matters arc quite likely to he rewarded by increased interest in the
academic achievement of their children. Participation also tends to re-
sult in more critical attitudes toward the school as an institution. These
generally mo-A.2 negative attitudes, we noted, can be employed by school
administrators as a basis for bringing about needed improvements in

school facilities and programs.
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